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ABSTRACT 

A@-MzLY, 1995, Sandia National Lsboratories, in cOOperation with Tran~-Pacifi~ 
Geothermal Corporation, drilled a 5825' exploratory slimhole (3.85" diameter) in the Vale Known 
Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA) near Vale, Oregon. This weU was part of Sandia's program 
to evaluate slimholes as a geothermal exploration tool. During drilling we performed s e v d  
temperature logs, and after drilling was complete we pedonned injectiontests, bailing from a zone 
isolated by a packer, and repeated temperature logs. In addition to these measurements, the well's 
data set includes: 2714' of umfinuous core (with detailed log); daily drilling reports from Sandia 
and Grom drilling cantractor personnel; daily drilling fluid records; numerous temp- logs; 
pressure shut-in data Gram injection tests; and comparative data from other wells drilled m the Vale 
KGRA. 

Thisreportcontarns . : (1) a nansltive account of the drilling and testin& (2) a description of 
equipment used, (3) a brief geologic description of the formation drilled, (4) a summary and 
prelimhary interpretation of the data, and (5) recommenWons for future work. . 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

The Geothermal Research Department at Sandia National Laboratories is working with mdustryto 
evaluate slimhole drilling as a geothermal exploratian technique. Traditionally, diamondcored 
"slimholes" - usually 3" to 4" in diameter - have been used to measure temperature gradients 
while selecting sites for production-size exploration wells. Ifwe can demonstrate that improved 
testing in slimholes reliably i-es a productive 
reduced environmenfal impact, compared to productionsize holes, are compelling incentives to use 
slimboles for explora-tion.1 

Sandia first canducted an extensive survey of the geathermal industry to define its needs and 
priorities, and then Coniirmed the basic feasibility of slimhole exploration with in-house analysis 
and field experiments an existiog geothermal coreholes. Industry contacts specified lower-mst 
exploration as a high priority, and were generally enthusiastic over the slimhole idea. Further 
negotiations with Trans-Pacific Geothermal Corporaton (TGC), which oms leases in the Vale 
KGRA, resulted in an agreement to drill and test an exploratory slimhole on their lease. In addition 

resource, the cost savings and 

to possible discovery of a new geathermal 
resource, this situation offered an 
opportunity for direct cost comparison 
between an exploration sIimhole drilled with 
"hybrid" techniques on a diamond coring rig 
and a previous exploraiion well, which was 
conventionally drilled but wouldbe 
considered a slimhole m that technology. 
TGC drilldthis previous well, 
approximately two d e s  away, in early 
1994,andcornpletedittoroughlythesame m -  
depth as that planned for this project. 

- 

i 

- e v r m &  
(WJ months after drilling) 

i =; 
The exploratory slimhole (number TGC 

~ 

61-10) w a ~  specifically to evaluate - 
the geothermal patential at this location, 
and to provide addi t id  data on drdling 
practices, costs, and testing in slimholes. 
This descn'bes the drillkg and t&@ Figure 1 
operatians, gives a Preliminary Summary 
and interpretatian ofthe data, andmakes a few recormnendatr '011s for firture projects. 

and testing methods, cost comparison with a recent, near-by, c o n v d d y a d  exploratory 
well, comparison of reservoir and performance data from this well with that from subsequent 
production-size wells, and evaluation of commerciaI g e o t h e d  potential at this locsrtion. 
Although formation temperatures were lower than expected (see Figure l), and it is unlikely that 
commercial development will take place in this location, the drilling and testing here successfidly 
demomtmted slimhole technology and the principal objectives have been met. 

8oca , [ , ~ [ [ , ( ' 1 , ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 1 1  

so 100 1% 200 250 a00 
- l U = S f  

The principal objectives for this project were the following: development of slimhole drilling 

II. SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS 

To meet our testing and data collectim goals for this well, it was designed to satisfy the fbllowing 
' cliteria: 
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WELL DESIGN: TGC 61-10 
0 Obtainacompetentcementjob 

production testing. 
on all casing, to allow extended 

0 MahtahHQholediameter 
(3.85") as deep as possible, to allow 
setting packers for isolation of 
possible productidijection zones. 

The well design (Figure 2) has 7" 

feet. Thedrillingprogramusedacorerig 
(see section m) with c c m v d d  rotary 
tools to drill the top 3112 feet of hole and 
tothen core the interval of interest from 
CaSingshoetoTD. Thisapproach 
dd the cost savings of a slimhole 

casing to 5 10' and 4-1/2" Casing to 31 11 

510' - 

31 11'- 

8-314" hole 
7'23 #Rt casing 
6" hole 
4.5", 1 1.5 #Rt casing 

Q (3.85") hole 

3080' to 5814' 
3.5"' 7.7 #Rt liner from 

5825' - 

Figure 2 
drill rig, doing fast 6 drilling in the upper part of the hole, with the scientific and reservoir data 
obtained from core in the patential production zone. 

hole TD at 5825 feet. The following tests were then perform& wireline logs before casing; post- 
casing injection tests into the complete open hole section, with pressure shut-in data; bailing fim 
the bottom 500' of the hole, which 
was isolated with an inflaehle packer, 
andthenmeasuringtemperature 
change in that Section; repeated 
teqmahm logs m the hole, following 
well ccnnpletion with a 3-1/2" liner 
from 3080' to 5814'. 

just after drillbg nor repeated 
temperature logs over the following 
four months indicated that this hole 
was in apnrmising geothermal 
resource, the hole was plugged and 
abandoned during September, 1995. 
The HQ liner was cut 100' below the 
casing shoe, the cut liner was pulled 
from the hole, a bridge plug was pushed down to the top of the remain& her, and a cement plug 
was pumped h t h a t  point backup intothe casing. The P&A dguraticmfor the hole is shown 
in Figm 3; see Appendix A for further details of the P&A operations. 

Drillingwas~~v~ycantinuous,with~testing(atherthanteqmahmlogs)reserveduntil 

ABANDONMENT DESIGN: TGC 61-10 

70' cement plug at surface 

Cement from bridge plug 
Since neither the tests performed Bridge plug at 

321 1' to 5814' 

Figure 3 

III. DESCRIPTION OF TEST EQUIPMENT AND METHODS 

This section covers the major items of equipment used in the drilling andtesting, and, where 
appropriate, describes their operation. 
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Drill rig: The drill rig used for this hole was a Tonto Drilltng U D R S O O O  topdrive coring rig. 
This is a trailermounted derrick which can pull 40' stands of pipe and has a depth rating of 9700' 
with CHDlOl coring tools. 

DuringtherotarydrillingpartoftheoperatiOn,thedrillstringcompriSedCHD134corerods 
(5" OD) turning a conventional bottom-hole assembly (BHA) with stabilizers, drill collars, and 
rollerume bits. (See Appendix B for detailed descriptionS) Duringthe rotary drilling, a rental 
mud system was also used, Since the drill rig's pumps n o d y  used for coring did not have 
sufZcient volume delivery for the designed bit hydraulics. 

After the 4-1/2" casing was set to 3 1 1 l', the remainder of the hole was drilled with HQ (hole 
diameter 3.85", COR diameter 2.5", rod diameter 3.5") drill rods and diamond-impregnatsd bits. 

Surface flow instrumentation: As part of Sandia's ongoing Lost C i r d o n  Program2, the drill 
rigwasinstrumented with flow transducers which were used to measure and record d d h g  fluid 
inflow rate and temperaaue, outflow rate and tapmhm, pump strokes and pressure, drillstring 
rotary speed, and depth. All these values were displayed on video monitors at the driller's station 
and in the Sandia mobile office. In addition to their designed function of detecting lost circulation 
and caliirating various flow measuring devices, these instruments were used to collect pressure 
data during the injection tests and also proved to be valuable diagnostics in understanding drilling 
pedormance and the nature of the interval being dxilled. Some of the phenomena which can be 
identSed with this iustrumentation are the followiug: 
0 Lost (or gained) circulation: This was the original purpose of the measurement system. When 

m-transient outflow rate falls below inflow, then drilling fluid is being lost to the formation. 
Conversely, when outflow rate is highery the forma!ion is producing fluid into the wellbore. 
Drill-string washouts: Sudden drop m pump pressure at a constant flow rate frequently 
indicatesa washoutinthedrillstring. 
Pump efficiency: Ifflow rate measured by non-intmsive flow sensors decreases relative to the 
calculated flow rate based on pump strokes, this indicates that pump &ciency is declining. 
Temperature difference between inflow and outflow: Bottomhoe temperahre cannot be 
inferred diredy from an increase in flow line (outflow) temp-, because there are many 
d i R e r e n t ~ g r a d i e n t s  in the formation that will produce the same outflow 
temperatme or AT between inflow and outflow, but rapid changes are a signal that something 
has changed downhole. For example, in a known lost circulation situation, with outflow a 
variable fraction of Mow, a change in the outflow temperature while the inflow tmpmtwe 
remains canstant can aeanthat the wellbore has penetrated a producing fbnnation with water 
hotter or colder than the drilliag fluid. 
Drilling -on: Having all readings available on one monitor makes it easier for the 
driller to optimize the combination of drilling parameters such as rotary speed and circulation 
rate. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Downhole instrumentation: Numerow t e m m  logs were taken with Sandia's platinum- 
resistance-thermameter (PRT) tool which, along with a Sandia logging truck, remained on-site for 
theentireproject. Thisinstnunen t uses a simple resistance bridge, with changes in resistance 
measured from the surface through a fou rduc to r  cable. Shce there are no downhole 
electronics, temperaaue drift with time is negligiile and the PRT temperature measurements were 
considered the reference standard for these tests. Static temperature logs (no flow in hole) were 
done with this tool when coring Operations were suspended for bit trips, rig maintenan ce, or other 
time intervals that would permit the hole to warm up near its static temperature gradient. 



After the hole reached TD, a pressure-temperahre storage, or "memory", tool was also used to 
compare temperalure data with that previously taken by the PRT tool and to collect downhole 
pressure data during the injection and shut-in tests. This tool, part of Sandia's on-going program in 
Instnunentation Development3, has a Dewar flask around an electronic memory which stores data 
(approximately 10,000 data points total capacity) that can later be dawnloaded into a laptop 
computer. This tool's primary advantage is its ease of operation, since it can be m into the hole 
onthe rig's wireline and speciatized loggingtrucks are not required. As an experiment, the tool 
was also run into the hole inside a combanel "cage" while tripping the drillstring and gave good 
results. 

be collecting good data in the upper part of the hole, but as it entered the lower section, where the 
wellbore wall was heavily coated with rod grease, the impeller became clogged with grease and 
would not turn. The problem was probably not unique to this tool, since commercial spinner tools 
would likely have plugged m the same way. Grease plugging would have been eliminated or 
greatly reduced ifwe had first been able to do a production flow test, which would have cleaned the 
wellbore. 

Apro~temperature/spinnertoolwasalsorund~injectiontests. Thetoolappearedto 

Test Injection Shut-in Elapsed P d  P a  Q Tdh 
No. start time. 

IV. ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Depth 

Overview: Two injection tests were performed during the two day period, May 11-12,1995. 
The test procedure involved establishing a canstant injection-flow rate which was mahtained for a 
sufficient period to eliminate the effects of initial variations in the flow. The well was then shut in 
and the pressure decay monitored with downhole instrumentation positioned near the postulatsd 
fked mne. The location of the feed zone was inferred from prior temperature logs of the well. 
Detaiis of the instnunentation used are provided above. This section is CanCeRLed with 
interpretation of the test results and the resulting estimates of the permeabiltydepth product 
(transmissivity) for the well. Important details ofthe two injection tests are suwnanzed inTable 1. 
The terms Pwh, Pa, Q, T a  denote the wellhead pressure, downhole pressure, volumetric flow 
mte, and downhole temperaaue, respectively. The pressures in the table are the values immedtate - 1Y 
preceding shut-in. 

Pressure FalI Off Analysis: The pressure fall off dp for the first injection test is plotted in Fig. 4 
as a function of the log of the Homer time, ( +At)/At, where AP is the pressure drop, fp is the total 
injection time prior to shut-in, and At is the e 'kp sed time after shut-in. Wote that, in the h0rhnta.l 
axes of Figures 4 and 5, in- time runs from right to left.] A curve fittothe b t i m e ,  
straight line, segment of the response yields 

(1) AP=358.74-267.2610g - [ "Lb) 
The slope m of this line can be used to determine the effective value of the transrms ' sivity 
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kh from the relation 

2.303Qp 
4m 

(2) kh = 

where Q is the volumetric flow rate and p is the viscosity. For the h t  Section test, the 

p = 4 . 7 1 ~ 1 0 ~  kghn s, m = 267.26 psilcy = 1 .843~10~  N/m2/cy. The estimated value for kh is 
then 

numerical values of the various parameters are: Q = 26 gpm = 154x1 0' d m3/s, 

(3) kh = 7.68x10-14m3 = 0.077 Da-m = 0.253 Da-ft 

For the second injection test, a straight h e  fit to the late time portion of the response curve 
in Fig. 5 yields 

(4) AP=422.17-468.9410g - [ 
Performing the same analysis as that appIied to the first injection test results in the 
fbllowing estimate for the transmissivity 

( 5 )  kh = 7.07x10-1%3 = 0.071 Da-m = 0.232 Da-ft 

A brief summary of the basics of injection testing is given in Appendix D. 

Pressure Buildup Analysis: An add i t id  measure of the effective transmissivity can be obtained 
from the initial pressure response obtained when the injection flow is established. The downhole 
pressure buildup is available anly fbr the second injection test. In Fig. 6, the pressure rise is 
plotted as a function of the log of the elapsed time since the start of injection. A curye fit to the 
late time response yields 

(6) 

The effectve transmissivity can be obtained by using the slope m in the relation 

A€' = -62.84 + 77.48h(At) 

QP (7) kh=- 
4m 

which is essentially identical to Eq. (2) except for the factor 2.303 which is the conversion 
between the natural log and the log to base ten. Eq. (7) yields the following estimate for 
the transmissivity 

( 8) kh = 1.858x10-13m3 = 0.186 Da-m = 0.610 Da-A 

which is approximately a factor of 2.5 larger than the estimate based on the pressure fall off 
analysis. Variations of this magnitude ate not uncommon when adyzing field data. 
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Productivity Index: 'Ihe productivity index is defined by 

, m  
P& -Pal 

( 9 )  PI=  

where rh is the injected mass flow rate, p a  is the downhole pressure (at the feed zcme), andp, is 
the ambient reservoir pressure. Based on the i n f o d o n  in Table 1 and an estimated ambient 
pressure of 1475 psi, the productivity index is 0.09 kg/s/bar for test 1 and 0.35 kg/s/bar for test 2. 
These results are only approximate since the position of the downhole tool was not exactly the 
same for each test and the estimate for the downhole pressure is based on an average density rather 
than on an actual static measurement. These estimates are substadally lower than prior estimates 
fbr the nearby A-Alt well which were on the order of unity. Based on the work of Pritchett', it is 
assumed that the productivity index can be determined fiom an injection test and the productivity 
index for a production well can be scaled geometridy, based on the ratio of well diameters, &om 
the result for a slimhole. 

V. DISCUSSION 

Test results: Analysis of the two injection tests pedormed at the exploratory slimhole site during 
May, 19% yielded edmates for the pemeability-thickness product (transmissivity) kh of 0.25 and 
0.23 Da-ft, based on pressure fall off after injection. Using the pressure buildup for the second test, 
atransmts sivity of 0.610 Da-ft was estimated. These estimates are approximately an order of 
magnitude d e r  than the kh values estimated for the neafby A-Alt well which was tested in 
1994. The model used to estimate kh, given in Eqs. (2) and (9, is based on the Theis solution 
which assumes an idmite reservoir of castant thickness and permeabw and a line source 
injection well. The reservoir tested is fhctured and of finite extent, so the model used does not 
convey explicit informatian on the geuthennal reservoir geometry or the distribution of fhtures 
and feed zones. The estimated value for kh is, however, us& for comparing reservoirs and for 
identifjing potentially productive memoirs. It is genedy assumed that the kh value must be at 
least 10 Da-ft for a patentially productive reservoir. Hence, the low kh values measured for this 
well are mdidve of a very tight reservoir which is unlikely to be an effective, developable, 
geothermalresource. 

Drilling technology: 'Although the UDR5000 drill used for this hoie is considered a "hybrid" rig, 
capable of either conventid rotary drilling or minerals-type core drillin& it is used fir more often 
for coring, and there are significant differences in the two kinds of drilling. These differences 
affect the equipment required for the job, the logistics of handling the equipment around the rig, 
and the training that the drill crews should have to successfully do both kinds of drilling. See 
Appendix C for a more detailed discussion of this topic. 

Cost comparison: A major objective of the slimhole program is to demonstrate not only tbat the 
smaller wells give sufficient data to evaluate a reservoirs but that they do it more cheaply than 
conventionallydrilled large holes. The Vale slimhole presented an ideal situation for cost 
comparison because a rotary-dri2led exploration hoie had been complefed less than two miles away, 
to approximately the same depth, in February 1994. The table below gives a breakdown of costs 
for both wells, and helps to define where mjor cost differences occuf. 
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Well Name: 
Depth 
Completion 

TOTAL 
Costperfoot(exclu&gdirectionalcosts) 

A-Alt TGC 61-10 
5757' 5825' 

14" line pipe to 62' 
9-5/8" casing to 506' 

7'' casing to 3 0 10' 
5" slotted liner, 2902'4723' 

10" line pipe to 29' 
7'' casing to 510' 

4-1/2"casingto3111' 
3-1/2" H-rod, 3080'-5814' 

31+5standby 40 

920,325 638,334 
$153 $110 

There are several points to note in this comparison: 
0 Even though charges by the drilling amtrador were considerably greater for the slimhole than 

for A-At, lower ancillary costs for the slimhole made the total project much cheaper. Part of 
the greater rig cost was caused by the longer time required for the slimhole, and the remainder 
is &e to the rig day-rates. It is not obvious that the core rig for the slimhole ($4990/day plus 
$5-$9/fbot) should be more expensive than the rotary rig for A-Alt ($5640/day), but day-rates 
for drill rigs obey the same principles of supply and demand as other commodities. At the time 
A-Alt was drilled, rotary rigs were available in abundance and CoIlSequenty were bid at 
relatively low prices, while core rigs, m d y  employed by the minerals industry, were in short 
supply when bids for TGC 61-10 were solicited. 
The only aspect of the earlier well which made it inherently more expensive was the 
directionally drilled interval. Beside the explicit costs of directional tools and services, there 
may have been additional rig days and bit costs, but even after deducting these items, there are 
clear savings for the smaller hole. 
The ddhg-fluids expense for the slimhole was slightly greater than for A-Alt, but it was 
inflaterl by the complete loss of circulation in the lower part of the hole. This meant that we 
were confinually pumping 10 to 15 gpm of mud down the hole for the last 20 days of drilling. 
A slimhole which did not lose total returns would have a much smaller mud cost. 

0 

0 

I 32,670 I 42,555 I 
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0 Even though more than halfthe total foobge was rotary-drilled, the d e r  bits used in the 
rotary section and the less expensive core bits in the cored section greatly reduced the cost of 
bits and tools. In the cored section, the simplified BHA also eliminated the cost of stabilizers 
anddrillcollars. 
Smaller sizes of the rig, pad, and sump d u d  rig mobilization and site construction cosfs. 
A mud logging service company was only used for the rotary section of the hole, although we 
did continue to rent their H2S monitors for the duration of the project. Once core was being 
retrieved, cuttings analysis was no longer required. Similarly, cmtract drilling supervision 
was only used during rotary drilling. while outside cOIlSulbtion was usefd for design of bit 
hydraulics and BHA programs, these activities are considerably simplified in core drilling and 
the drillers are accustomed to making these choices independdy. 
Smaller casing sizes, with correspondingly smaller cement volumes, were less expensive for the 
slimhole. Normally, there would be even more of a cost advantage to the d e r  hole, but the 
6" hole was washed-out over several intervals, requiring more cement for the 4-1/2" casing 
than originally estimated. Washed-out in- may have been caused by excessive bit 
hydraulics, designed in an effort to increase drilling performance. Ifthis was the case, then the 
trade-off with a $66,000 cement job was not c o s t d d v e .  

0 

e 

0 

Vi. CONCLUSIONS 

Although this hole was geologically idonnative and the drilliag went well, it was, 
u&orhmately, drilled in a l d o n  which holds little promise fbr commercial g m t h e d  
development. Still, several useful conclusions can be drawn h this project. 

Drilling this hole to the same depth as a nearby rotary hole provided information of the m e  
Quality at substantblly lower cost. 

With some refinement of techniques (hydraulics, etc.) used in the rotary part of the hole, cost 
savingsddhavebeenevengmter. 

Total well cost is sensitive to the Avghole Avgdaily Avgcost 
core-drilledhtend. ratioofrotarydxilledintervalto For ~1 
example, see the table to the 14,408 
right.Ifrotarydrillhghadonly 10,573 
gone to ZOOO', then the extra 
It 100' feet of Coring wodd have h c ~ e d  the total cost by approximately $32/foot for that 
intervd. (7kese costs-per-fbot are much lower than shown above because they only count cost 
during 

Given the availability of a storage-type loggins tool, the method of taking a temperature log 
with the tool in a core barrel while tripping pipe has several advantages. It takes almost no 
extra rig time, it happens when the hole has not seen circulation for a period of several hours, 
and it is extremely safe (for the loggins tool) compared to running the tool in an open hole, 
which might be fractured, caving, or sloughing. 

Ifa hole has several intends which appear (from core examination) to have high permeability, 
then an idatable packer is usefd in evaluating these intervals individually. If significant lost 
circulation has been treated by pumping LCM, which may have plugged some of the fractures, 

i.e. no casing, cement, site preparation or other non- costs.) 
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then swabbing the hole can relieve this situation and give a better indication of that interval's 
true permeability. To do this, a specifically designed swabbing tool would have been more 
effective than the m a k e  one used on this hole. 

MI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Since this operation supported the validity of slimhole drilling as a lowerast exploration 
technique, we should seek other opportunities for cost-shared projects in geothermal reservoirs 
&em subsequent production wells will give Comparisons between slimhole tests and production 
data. This would be part of ageneral effort to do exploratory drilling and testing in reservoirs with 
Merent flow chamcmm 'a, andto compare those results with production wells in the new 
reservoirs. 

A consequence ofmoving to ather types of reservoirs will be the increasing need for flow 
modeling capability, especially in tenns of coupling a reservoir simulator to a wellbore simulator. 
Although little modeling was done fbr this well testing, it will be important to simulate the flow 
&om the reservoir into and up the wellbore when working in a reservoir where production tests can 
be done. "'his subject is discussed more m y  in Reference 6. 

The pressure-teqmatm log taken while tripping drill pipe with the memory tool in a core 
banel (see Narrative and Daily Drilling Report for 9 May) was sums&, having as a pMcipal 
defect the necessity for hand entry of drill pipe length during the trip. A simple drill-pipe-length 
enuxier should be developed to expand the opportunities for this type of logging on core rigs. An 
encuder would produce timedepth data which could be merged with the logging tool's time- 
p~~data.togenersrteacurveofdepthversuspressueandtemperature. 

VIII. GLOSSARY 

The following terms are common in drilling practice; many of them are used in this reprt: 

annular preventer - part of the BOP stack; an idatable bladder which seals around drillpipe, 
casing, drill collars, or irregularly shaped components ofthe drillstring. 

Bowen spear - a fishingtool which expands inside a fish when the drillstring is pulled up 

BOP - blow out preventer; one or more devices used to seal the well at the wellhead, preventing 
uncontrolled escape of gases or steam. Also BOPE - blow-out prevention equipment 
See annular preventer, ram. 

block, or blocked run - a core run is blocked when fractured rock wedges into the core tube and 
prevents fixxther drilling More the tube is full. 

cave - debris that falls off the wellbore walls and accumulates in the bottom of the hole 

fish - any part of the driustnhg accidentally left in the hole 

float collar - a coupling with check valve; placed near the bottom of a casing string to prevent the 
heavycementcol~mthearmulus~mfloWingbackintothecasingafterdisplacement 
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Geoset - atype of synthetic diamond cutter used in impregnated bits 

H or HQ - designation of a coring tool size; rod outside diameter is 3.5", bit is approximately 3.8" 
ODand2.5"ID 

H2S - hydrogen sulfide; a poisonous gas frequently found in geothermal drilling 

jars - tools which apply an impulse force to the bottom of the drillstring when the string is pulled 
up; usually used for fishingy but sometimes included in the string for normal drilling 

lay down - to take a piece of equipment out of service; e.g., to lay down a worn core rod 

LCM - lost circufation mated; any material used for plugging formation fractms to avoid loss of 
drilling fluid 

lubricator - sealing element attached to the wellhead which allows a wireline to pass up and down, 
or which allows a logging tool to be transferred into or out of the wellbore, while there is 
pressure in the wellbore 

matrix - the hard metal portion of a bit which holds the diamond cutting elements in place 

mislatch - the wndition when the core tube, or inner barrel, is not latched into the outer ratating 
barrel, sometimes caused by core dtopped out of the core tube. Ifthe core tube can't be 
worked down overthe core in the barrel, then the drillstring must betrippedto clear it. 

MRT - maximum r ead ing thmWr;  a mercury thermometer which retains the reading of the 
highest temperature it has seen (which may not be at the bottom of the hole) 

N or NQ - coring tool Size; rad OD is 2.75", bit is 2.98" OD and 1.875" ID (N fits inside H) 

nipple up - to assemble something; usually applied to the wellhead or BOP stack 

overshot - in general, any tool that latches around the outside top of another took usually refers to 

a fish by gripping it around the top 

PTS - pressure-temperatw-spixmer took downhole &rumen tation to measure these quantities 

the assembly which retrieves the core tube with the wireline, or to a fkhing tool which extra& 

(spinner output is an indication of velocity or flow rate) 

pick up - to put any piece of equipment into use; e.g., to pick up a new bit 

pitcher nipple - the vertical tube around the top of the blow-out preventer; it collects the drilling 
mud returns and empties them back into the mud tanks 

POOH - pdl out of hole; bringing the drill string and tools out ofthe hole 

rams, pipe or blind - rams are part of the blow-out preventer; pipe rams close around the drill pipe 
if it is m the hole, blind rams seal against each other ifthe pipe is not in the hole 
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REI - run in hole; inserting the drillstring and tools into the hole 

rod - drillpipe used in core drilling is Commony called "rods" 

rod grease - in deep core drilling, especially when lost circulation causes part of the wellbore to be 
dry, the outside surface of the rods is greased to reduce drillstring vibration 

shoe - a heavy, tapered cap that attaches tothe bottom of the casing string and protects it as the 
casing is lowered into the hole 

spud -to begin drill& a well 

stand - more than one joint of driU pipe screwed together; when tripping, pipe is hded in stands 
to avoid makiug and breaking every CotMectiOn - for a coring rig, a typical stand is four 
ten-foot joints (40 ft), but for a large rotary rig, a stand is three thirty-foot joints (90 ft). 

strip -to wear away the matrix in an impregnated diamond bit; the bit must strip to expose the 
diamondcuttingsufaces 

swage, inside or outside - a fishing tool which grabs the imide or outside of a fish by forcing an 
interferecefit 

TD - Total ctepth; the fbal depth of the drilled hole 

trip - any event of pulling the drillstring or core barrel out ofthe hole and/or return& it 

washout - a leak in the flow path through the drillstring, usuaUy at athre;lded connection. The hole 
is enlarged by high-pre~s~re drilling flttid through it, and causes the 
drillstring tofailandseparate. 

Wiper trip - running the drill string, with a bit, to the bottom ofthe hole to make sure there are no 
obstructions in the hole 

WOC -wait on cement, time spentwaiting an cement 

xwer or xo - crossover; a coupling used to adapt fiom one thread size to another 
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APPENDIX A 

The following day-by-day narrative represents notes made by Sandia field personnel 
during the drilling operations. Definitions of abbreviations and jargon are given in the 
Glossary, Section IX. This narrative is complementary to the Daily w g  Reports in 
Appendix B. 



VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMEOLE 
DAILY NARRATIW 

5 April 95 

1800 - All pad and road ConStNction complete; 10" conductor to 40' below ground level is in 
place, sumps and landing for rentat mud system dug. Tonto UDR5000 rig is m place. 
Tecton (mud logging), Desert Drilling Fluids (mud engineering), and office trailers in place. 
Weatherford/" have delivered drill collars, bits, tools, BOP, accumulator, casing 
accessories, and wellheads. Unloading material; will spud in the morning with no problems. 

6 April 95 

0700 - Mixing mud, picking up 8-3/4" d d h g  tools, Mshing wiring for electric power and flow 
instrumentation. 

1200 - Spud hole in 10" conductor. Will drill out d u c t o r  to 51' below kelly bushing (KB) 

Kt3 = 11 above ground level; atl depth measurements will be rejimed to this d a r n  

1400 - At recommended hydraulics (240 gpm, 50-60 viscosity, 40 mesh shaker screens) shaker is 
blinding off, with approximately 30% of returns going off the slide. This is filling the sump 
fkrtuo quickly, so reduce flow to - 150 gpm at 40-41 viscosity. Get new 20 and 30 mesh 
screens coming on overnight delimy. Some mud sti l l  spilling over, but much better than 
before. 

7 April 95 

0330 - Drill ahead to 5 10'. Formation is sti l l  relatively soft, mostly siltstone with some stringers of 
sandstone conglomerate. Circulate hole. 

0500 - Made wiper trip and cir- hole. 

0600 - POOH 

0730 - B@ layins d m  drilling assembly. 

1030 - Weld on casing shoe and begin RIH with 13 joints (512') of 7" casing. 

1200 - There is some till in hole; HaIliburtm is rigged up and is circulating water through casing 
to wash casing down to desired depth. 

1500 - Casing is at correct depth, approx. 9" off bottom with 2-1/2' stickup. Howco pumping 10 
bbl sodium silicate pre-flush. 
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1730 - Cement in place: 95 cf Class G mixed 1:l with perlite and 40% silica flour plus 20 cftail 
w/operlite. WOC. 

1800 - Cement has Men back. 

2100 - Halli'burton back for top job; will not use tremi line but will pump slowly into side port on 
umductor approximately 2' above ground level. 

21 15 - Top job (2-3 bbl = 40-60' original Mback) in place. Held level for 10 min. Opened 2'' 
valve on conductor and drained can& back tothat level. 

8 April 95 

0130 - Nipple down flow line and 10" riser, cut off conductor and 7" casing app mzLimafely 2' 
abovegrodlevelandstartinstallingwellhead. 

0800 -Wellhead welding wmplete, start nippliug up BOP stack. 

1100 - BOP testing begins, Witnessed by Dennis S h e h i ,  BLM, and Dennis Olmstead, 
DOGAMI. 

1430 - Pipe rams and blind rams hold pressure, minor leak in choke line. Attempting to repair. 

1540 - BOP test complete. Welder on location for pitcher nipple. 

1800 - Picking up 4-3/4" drill c o h  for 6" drilling assembly; RJH. 

2000 - Tagged top of cement at 469' and drilled ahead with mud. Diverting cement-laden mud 
over slide (not back into circulating mud system) 

2200 - Drilled to 5 15' (5' of new hole, as required by pennit), ready for leak-off test. BLM and 
DOGAMI here to witness. Pump slowly (-3 gpm) into hole but can't develop any pressure. 
This is because hole isn't full; driller pulled up 20' off bottom More stadng pressure test, 
and we've just been filling that volume. Fill up hole. 

2225 - Close pipe rams and pump s d k e  pressure to 120 psi (350 psi bottom-hole pressure, per 
permit). Shut in wellbore. 

2250 - Surface pressure has increased to 145 psi because of mud warming, but formation and shoe 
are still holding the pressure. BLM and DOGAMI sign tour sheets, approving test. 

9 April 95 

0200 - Drilling a h d  at 700', 1- Circula.tim at 705'. Slug hok with LCM (Maxi-~d and 
cattonseed hulls), by-pass shakers, and get -50% returns. Pump pressure indicates one bit 
nozzle is plugged. 

0800 - Drilling ahead at 8 14: still partial returns. Inclination and MRT survey: inclination = O S 0  , 
temperature = 72OF. 
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11 15 - Drilling a h d  at 932'. Rig is down for short repair (broken bracket on head), start pulling 
back into casing so we can shut off pumps and reduce vibration. Hole is producing 
approximately 40 gpq close pipe rams, no pressure in annulus. Open rams, resume trip 
back into casing. 

1230 - Complete rig repair. Circulate hole 

1500 - Run back in hole. 

1630 - Drilling ahead at 940' 

10 April 95 

0700 - Preparing to POOH h m  1286' for possible bit change. 

1200 - Laying down BHA to measure ID'S and OD's of all BHA components. Bit is almost 
u n t o u ~ w i l l r e - m .  

1800 - Have run back in hole to 1286'. Spent approxjmately 6 hours measuring components and 
ti- drill collars and stabilizers. Drilling ahead. 

11 April 95 

0700 - D d h g  ahead at 1710'. 

1200 - Drilling a h e a d  at 1892'. 

1510 - Bit is showing some torque at 1945', will come out of hole. 

1800 - Bit is 1/16" under gage and dull. Will change out bit and will also remove two crossovers: 
CHD134 pinx 3 1/2 reg box and 3 1R reg pin x 3 1/2 IF pin, and replace them with 
CHD134boxx3 1nIFph. 

1900 - Finish modifjling bit breaker and remove bit. Rig up tongs and Totco torque indicator. 

2015 - Finish picking up collars and RIH to 193 1'. Run temperature (188OF) and inclination 
(0.75O) survey. 

23 15 - Back on bottom, drilling a h d  at 1945'. 

12 April 95 

0325 - Drilling ahead at 2034', pump pressure dropped from 750 to 440 psi. Worked pipe and 
circulated. Mixing pump on mud mixer is broken. 

0327 - Over the next -10 minutes (until 0338) flow line tmpratwjumps sharply, from 115OF to 
126OF. No obvious correlation between pump pressure and temperature. 
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0500 - hrmped carbide indicator and got returns in 8 minutes; bottoms-up time should be 13 
minutes. 

0800 - POOH 

1030 -Washout is in crossover between CHD134 and drill collars. Pin on ba#om joint of CHD 
fails when trying to break the connection. Replace with original crossover combination. 
Pump into BHAtomake sure there are no other washouts. 

1325 - Drilling ahead at 2035: pump pressure suddenly went up to >1700 psi. Bit jet probably 
Plugged. 

1700 - Drilling ahead at 2061'. Rate of penetration has dropped to a ft/ht since 1500, possibly 
from bit balling or hard formation, but that is consistent with per€ommce in Well A-Alt. 

1900 - Have only made 1.5' ofhole in last 2 hours, and string is seeing severe vibration even when 
offbottom. POOH 

2200 - Bit is out of hole, all three cones are gone. Half of one cone stuck between shanks. Ends of 
shanks worn flat 1" wide. Pick up 5" fishinp magnet. 

13 April 95 

0130 - REI 

0415 - Fill hole and circutate. 

0445 - Work magnet at 2062' 

0500 - POOH. 

0800 - Clean and lay down magnet. It has bearings, portions of cones, and ather junk. Gouges on 
sides of magnet housing indicate that some junk has been pushed back into the wellbore 
walls. Will RM with new bit. 

0930 - Pick up collars and tools. RlH 

1330 - REI to 2027'; wash to bottom. 

1400 - Drilling ahead at 2070' 

1600 - Drilling a h e a d  at 2077'; have only made 2' since 1500. hunp has dropped from 
-800 psi to about 500 psi. Pressure returns when bit comes off bo#om, falls when bit is on 
bottom mtathg, i.e., it appears that something leaks when the drillstring is torqyed. 

1630 - POOH. 
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1930 - ConnectionS are bad on several of the CHD134 heavy-weight drillpipe and on the transition 
htheHWtoregularCHD134. Secondcollarhasseverelywashedbox(andpinof 
stabilizer above it); metal is parted for more than halfthe circumference, Bit is severely 
worn, almost all teeth worn off. Laid down bad collar and stabilizer, inspected HW 
drillpipe. 

2100 - Picked up Hughes ATJ-11 insert bit and run in hole. ' 

14 April 95 

0230 - Broke circulation and plugged pipe (float or bit jet) with LCM. POOH 

0700 - RIH 

0900 - Circulsrte and bit plus again. POOH 

1030 - Clean bit and add one jet. Previous drilling had been with one jet blank to aid bottomhole 
cleaning. RIti, Stopping to circulate every 400'. 

1530 - Wash last 100' to bo#om. 

1630 - Triplex pump down, apparently got a rag sucked into it. 

1715 - Pump cleaned out, drilling ahead at 2080'. 

2300 - Drilling ahead at 2185'; good progre~s. RuMing at lower rotaty speed (-75 rpm) and 
higher flow rate (130 gpm) through the three jets. 

15 April 95 

0700 - Still drilling ahead at 2334'. 

1000 - Drilling ahead at 2403'. 

1300 - Drilling ahead at 2460'. 

1900 - DFilling ahead at 2618'. 

2200 - Lost complete returns at 2699: pumped LCM. Regainea partial retums. Resume ddhg. 

2400 - Lost returns @XI at 2727', repeated LCM. Regah~ed partial returns. 

16 April 95 
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0700 - Drilled to 2935'. 

0900 - Drilled to 2987'. 

1045 - Lost colnplete ~~~UIIS at 3043', pumped LCM 

11 15 - Drilled to 3053', pumped LCM, pumped gel pill. Pull 600' of rods, wait fbr gel to hydrate. 

1400 - Fill pipe and hole (- 35 bbl). Rzy stop every 200' to circulate. 

1600 - Drill to 3070'. 

1730 - Bottom of 6" hole at 3 1 12'. Will POOH back to shoe, count stands, and make wiper trip. 

17 April 95 

0700 - Trying to rig up Halli%urton Logging Services for electric logs (natural gamma, dual 
id~cticm, X-Y caliper, temperaaue.) Blind  ram^ closed and ~~OZCXI. 

0945 - Got rams open, RM with logging tool. Could not get past 923', hole appears to be bridged, 
tried twice to break through. POOH with tool and find that caliper arms are open, possible 
that caliper was hanging up 011 a ledge. Close caliper anns and RM, no hang-ups, pull 
back to casing and log to bottom. 

1200 - Rig down HLS, rig up for Saudia temperahre log. 

1930 - Have logged dawn into un- hole (BHT = 217OF @ 30829, then POOH with 
kmpemtm tool and pump >lo0 bbl fresh (cold) mud into hole. Log-down again and back 
up; comparison makes it clear that much of the fluid is going out the loss zone at 3043'. By 
looking at travel time of the "cold mud hnt" down the wellbore m the time irdervat between 
logging down and back up, volume loss from the 3043' zone appears to be less than halfthe 

half-way up the casing. Since there will still be at least 70' of tight hole above the 4-10" 
casing shoe we will displace cement through the shoe in the n o d  way, wait on cem- 
and do a surface squeeze. 

volume pumped into the well. This indicates that we can still lift cement app -1Y 

2000 - Will run in hole for wiper trip and come out laying down CHD134 drillpipe. 

18 April 95 

0700 - Almost finished laying down drillpipe. 

1015 - All drillpipe and tools laid down. 

1130 - Be@ nrnning 4-1/2" casing. 

1730 - Finish running casing, circulate casing bottoms up. Rig up Halliburton for cementing. 
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1915 - l3egin pumping 10 bbl of 10% CaC12 water, 1 bbl H20, 10 bbl double-strength Superflush, 
1 bbl water, 600 cf 1 1.2 ppg lead slurry (G cement with 50#/sack spherelite and 40% silica 
flour, 1.4% gel, 0.5% H22-A), fbllowed by 50 cftail slurry (G cement with 40% silica 
flour, 0.5% CFR-3,1% CaC12. Displace with 285 cfwater. 

2000 - Pumping approximately 3 bbl/min, getting - 50% mud returns to &, down to - 20% 
when begin lifting cement. 

2045 - Cement in place. No cement returns to &, but pump truck pressure indicates irfting 
cement at least 1000'. 

19 April 95 

0600 - Closed pipe rams and annular p w ,  performed top job through side outlet valve: 10 bbl 
double-strength Superflush, 1 bbl water, 250 cf G cement (with 1: 1 perlite and 40% silica 
flour, 4% gel, 3% CaC12, 0.65% CFR-3), followed by 25 cfG cement (with 40% silica 
flour, 0.5% CFR-3,3% CaCl2.) 

0700 - Cement in place. No pressure buildup while pumping. Keep BOPE closed. WOC. 

0810 - Begin temperature log. 

1100 -With pipe rams and annular preventer closd, choke line open, Hauiburton pumps second 
top job (50 cfG cement with 40% silica flour, 0.65 CFR-3, and 3% CaCl2; followed by 75 
cf G cement 1: 1 perlite with 40% silica flour, 1.4% gel, 0.65% CFR-3,3% CaCl2) through 
side outlet. Begin another temperatme log during top job. 

1210 -cement m place. No cementto surf8ce. Premixed for another top job, but annulus was full 
of cement; held 75 psi. WOC 

1450 - Begin temperature 1%. 

1600 - Lifted pitcher nipple, cut off casing, laid down pitcher nipple, lifted BOP stack, cut casing 
again, welded on centering ring between 7" and 4-112" casings. Left -12" of the 4-1/2" 
sticking up inside the mud cross; it will get a flange and valve after the BOP stack is 
removed fiom the 7" flange. 

2330 - Begin testing BOPE. 

20 April 95 

0230 - Finish testing BOPE. All tests wibessed by Dennis Simontacchi, BLM. 

0330 - Begin picking up HQ rods and ndng in hole. 

1130 - Ta~geed top Of Cement in casing at 3063'. 

1630 - Cored through cement, float shoe, cement and 3' fresh rock to 3 115'. Shoe is at 3 1 1 1'. Will 
core anather 2' and perform shoe leak-off test. 
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1715 - Turn hole over to fresh mud, attempt to raise surface pressure (to give fracture gradient of 
0.7 psi/&) to 820 psi for leak-off test. Pressure reached >750 psi and bled back to 450 psi 
when well was shut in. This gives fracture gradient of 0.59 psi/& and was approved by 
BLM. Resumed drilling at 3 1 17'. 

21 April 95 

0330 - Coring ahead at 3 160'. Broken latch ear on overshot. 

0800 - Repair campleted. Drilling ahead. 

1330 - Rigsins up fbr acousfic-whdedriEng experiment at 3205'. 

1630 - Rig down d c  test. Resume drilliag. 

1900 - Drilling ahead at 3245'. 

22 April 95 

0700 - Ddling at 3326'. Hole is Starting to now back when pumps are stopped to retrieve core. 
Install lubricator. Ddhg performance is good, averaging 7 fVhr including tripping core 
tube. 

1430 - Drilling at 3400'. 

1615 - fig UP acoUStic test. Drill ahead. 

1830 - Rig down acoustic test. Drill ahead. 

23 April 95 

0700 - Drilling at 3535'. We are losing more than 50% returns while drillmg, but pit volume has 
not gone down.significantly because hole is flowing back when pumps are stopped to 
retrieve core. 

0900 - Survey at 3552'. Inclination = 2*, temperature = 276OF. 

1500 - Drilling at 3595'. T v m  = 2700F. 

2200 - Begin losing circulation at -3650'. 

24 April 95 

0700 - Drilling at 3715'. Losing almost all returns (1-2 gpm back). 

1300 - Pulling core from 3755', dropped 16' of it inside rods. 

1530 -Worked core barrel back over core and retrieved it. Ground up 5' of core. 
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1600 - Temperature log shows mjor loss 
m e  at app roXimately 3260' with an 

below that. This almost certainly does 
notrepresentthestzltictempemZure 

hole was warming fairly rapidly (at 

30 minutes between the down log and 
the up log.) Most likely explanation is 

comes down the drillpipe and back up 

apP~Ysharptemperature- 1000 - 

below 3260', however, because the e 2000- 

3600: temperaRure increased -2.4OF in p3 3ooo 

that relatively cool, f'resh d r i h g  fluid 4000 - 

the annuius to the loss zone, thereby 6000 r 1 1 ,  I 1 I I 3 I I I I I 1 I I 1 

1900 - Drilling at 3780'. 

25 April 95 

0700 - Drilling at 3855'. Inclination survey = 2.50, downhole tempexahre (MR7') = 2WF. 
Tempemhm measured by MRTs has declined steadily since 3615' but it's unclear why this 
is happening. During the -1/2 hour between the temperature measurement by MRTs in the 
overshot used to retrieve the core barrel and the temperature measured during the inclination 
survey, the bottomhole temperature recovered to app roXimately 23OOF. This indicates that 
at least part of the low tenpmtm seen at the bottom is caused by mlmg of the inflow 
fluid an its way down the drillpipe. This speculation is supported by the inflow and outflow 
mud tempexatures, since at times the outflow temp is lower than the inflow. 

1900 - Still drilling at 3930', with generally good perfomce. Battom-hole temperalwes from 
MRTs femain arouIlcl2OOOF, with inflow and outflow in the mid-6Os and losing -7040% 
returns. 

26 April 95 

0830 - POOH to check bit and pipe. High torque. 

1100 - Bit worn down to carbides in inside and outside gauge. Change to Fordia #9 bit and new 
reamer shell. Will grease rads on trip in. 

1330 - Rods haw been tripped out and back m to -200' above the cas@ shoe, leaving the bottom 
of the hole undisturbed for approximately 6 hours. Run in hole for tempemlure log. 

27 April 95 

0700 - Dnllling at 4095'. Mostly good drillrng performance with MRT t empems  remahhg 
around 215OF. 
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1315 - Survey at 4153'. Inclination =lSO, MRT temperature = 25OOF. 

1830 -a at 4195'. 

28 April 95 

0700 - Drilling at 4262'. Rate O f  p-011 has dowed. 

1230 - Drilliag at 4291'. PIESSW has increased sharply, that bit m y  be gone. POOH. 

1600 - Inside gauge of bit is worn out; carbides gone. Pick up Longyear #6 bit and RM 

1900 - Back ~n bo#orn drilling. 

29 April 95 

0700 - Drilling at 4373'. Vibrations at high FWM and bit weight. Trying to increase pump rate and 
decrease RPM to control vibrations. 

1000 - Change mud mix to include more gel and Torkease. This increased pressure and decreased 
torque. Drilling better. 

1900 - Steady all day, 87' at shift change. 

2100 - SWVV at 4455', inclinaticrm = 1.20 and MRT ~ E & I R  = 27OOF 

30 April 95 

0700 - Drilling at 4495: roek setting b l e .  Three blocked ~UIS ~ I I  night tom. 

1800 - Have drilled steadily through the day; now pulling blocked tube (with 17' core) fnrm 4573'. 
MRT temperatures have M 235-25OOF with each COX tube. 

1 May 95 

0700 - Drilling at 4655'; generally good performance. Slow drilling for the last 6' (pushing a 
block). 

0800 - Bad rain storm, still drilling but cannot box core. 

1100 - Start reducing Torkae  to 1/2 bag per tube to cut mud costs. 

1900 - Day shift gets 99.5', night tour I& them 20. Another very heavy rain with lightning. Bob 
Brown (Desert Drilling Fluids) arrives with mud. 

2 May 95 
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0700 - Still good drilling; 4795' at shift change. No torque or vibration problems. Remove bad 
Wire line at -3000' and redo long splice at 0300. Run Totco survey at 4755'; inclination = 
lo, €HI' = 278OF. 

0800 - Remove power from 3" mag meter and "0" channel. ElectronicS fidl of water. 

1900 - Drilling at 4865'. 

3 May 95 

0700 - Drilling at 4939'. Two blocked core runs during night tour. MRT temperatures have €dlen 
from 28OOF at 1700 yesterday to 26OOF at 0400 this moming, indicating some permeability 
in the lowest part of the hole. 

0900 - Rig up fbr temperatme log while Tonto mud system is being exchanged. 

1300 - Log completed. Bottomhole kqxmture is 28OOF, roughly the same as the log done at 
4000'. Loss zone at 3260' still shows temperature spike, but the constant loss of drilling 
mud at unknown depths makes inserpretation dif&ult. 

1330 - Lower rods from shoe. Tight spot at 4850'. Wash last 20' down; -1' of cave at bottom. 

4 May 95 

0050 - All runs since 1330 have been blocks, with a maximum core of 8.5'. Drilling on a mislatch 
at4985'. POOH 

0700 - Clear core tube, pick up new bit, and RIH 

0930 - Back on bottom, prepared to drill. 
.I 

1845 - Drilling at 5039'. 

1910 - Drilled into void (approximately 1.5-2') at 5044'. pulled tube because it was W. Run 
back in hole, bottom of void at -5046'. 

5 May 95 

0700 - Drilling at 5 105'. 

1900 - Drilled through day tour with mostly goad core runs. 5 185' at shift change. 

6 May 95 

0700 - Drilling at 5252'. Drilling has been reaSOnably good through night tour, but fractured rock 
has produced some blocks (10,20,12, and 18' rims since 1900 yesterday.) 

1900 - Drilltng at 5342'; good drilling through day. 
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7 May 95 

0700 - Good drilling through n i w  5418' at shift change. Surveyed hole at 5365: inclination = 2OY 
MRT temperature = 299OF but reading may be high because of downhole pressure. 

1500 - Good drilling through day with mostly full 20' core runs. Drilled through a void (-1') at 
5478' and lost returns. Static water level fell approximately 200' in the next few hours after 
this void. Although core was Gractured at this zoney there were no indications of a single, 
largefmture. 

1900 -Drilling a h e a d  at 5501'. 

8 May 95 

0700 - Just pulled core from 5585'. Good drilling through the night. 

1545 - Drilling at 5646', pump pressure is up and erratic. Will POOH for bit change. 

2100 - Picked up new bit and rotated reamer shell. Will run back in hole with pressure- 
temperature memory tool imide a core tube which is latched into the core barrel. This will 
efFidvely be a pres- log as the pipe is tripped into the hole. Because there 
is no depth enwder associated with the pipe hading, it is necessary to manually input the 
depth (pipe length) count during the trip. 

9 May 95 

0130 - Bit is 20' off bottom, RJH with wireline to retrieve core tuWmemory tool. 

0300 - There is a diEiculty in inerging the depth file with the temperaiudpressure file. We have 
data, the numbers are therey but software problems prevent data plot. 

0600 - Survey hole: inclination = 2O, MRT temperature =27OOF. Drill ahead. 

1900 - Drilling at 5725'; fairly S~OW goin& but rock is fairly competent and are ge#ing full 20' 
core IUILS. 

10 May 95 

0700 - Drilling at 5777'. Still moderately good performance although the core tube wasn't 
retrieved on one xun because overshot was sanded in. 

2030 - Continued drilling to 5825'. Began pulling out with core rods and laying them down in 10' 
lengths. The string we have been using &.drill will be replaced with old d d l  pipe for 
setting the packer and/or for a liner pipe. 

11 May 95 

0700 - h o s t  finished la& down pipe. 
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0830 - Finished laying down drillpipe; rigging up to run temperature-spinner tool. 

1030 - Ran in hole with new T-S tool, got to -1600' and something began shorting out in the tool's 
electrid circuit. pulled out of hole and picked up old RTD t e m v  tool. Ran back in 
hole. 

11 15 - More shorts in wireline circuit; will Continue rurming tool in hole because data points 
between shorts are good. 

1230 - Discover that problem is in loggiug truck's DVM, umnect to different meter and re-log from 
3000' to 5825'. Log shows that bottom of hole is cooling (approximately 2OOF cooler than 
on previous logs.) 

1445 - Rig up to run RTD temperature tool with P-T memory tool hanging below it. Will pump 
into hole and traverse open-hole section m an attempt to determine where fluid is going. 
Begin pumping into hole with pump onmudmixingtank; flow rate is only about 30 gpm at 
wellhead pressure of 75 psig. This k unexpecbdy low flow for what appeared to be high- 
permeabilityfrzrcauezQnes. 

1545 - Logging ah& watching temperature of logging tool to assure that it does not get ahead of 
the fluid front. Flow rate gradually drops to less than 20 gpm, so temperature data is hard 
to interpret. POOH with logging tools. 

1700 - Rig up rental pump rated at 160 psY400 gpm. 

1843 - Begin pumping into hole; mivLimum pump pressure is 145 psi, which gives an initial flow 
rate about 80 gpm. Logging tools are in hole at 3000'. 

1850 - Still at 145 psi, flow down to 36 gpm. 

1930 -Flow has graduallydecreasedto26 gpmand is stable atthat rate. 

12 May 95 

0200 - PT memory tool ends taking shut-in data: lave in hole 

0600 - Log to bottom of hole and POOH. Lay down memow tool and retrieve data. 

0840 - Hook up rig pumps (which are positive displacement and will maintain a CoIlstant flow rate) 
to run into wellhead. Pick up secund memory tool with RTD tool and FUH. Hang tool at 
3800' and start second injection test. Begin pumping 42 gpm; initial pressure is -100 psi. 

0900 - Pressure up to 150 psi. 

0920 - Pressure up to 200 psi. 
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1040 - Pressure at -250 psi. Shut in well until 1530. 

1600 - POOH with logging tools. Begin RM with used pipe for wiper m. 

1730 - Drillstring loses weight with 1440' of rods in the hole. POOH to inspect. 

1815 - Remaining string is approximately 780'; lower 660' of pipe is in hole. Begin picking up 
new drill pipe (the String that was used to drill the hole) to fish. RM with Bowen spear. 

13 May 95 

- Stabbed into fish; POOH. 

1000 -Have recovered complete fish. 

1215 -PickupinflatablepackerandRIHto5331'(whichisacompetentzone~~the 
intemlsofappamtpermeability.) Wewilltrytoswabtheholebypullingacoretube 
rapidly up the drill pipe; this will draw some water into the zone below the packer. This is 
the zone which showed large hctures and apparent permeability. 

1545 - Set packer. pull up with 10,000 Ib to check set; packer holds. 

1630 - Retrieve standing valve fhnn packer and RIH to 2500' with 10' core tube and latch-head on 
wireline to attempt swabbing the hole. 

2400 - Have swabbed the hole with difkrent combinations of wipers, swab depths, etc. Best 
results come from running in hole to below 5000' and pulling out as fast as possible. Water 
appears at surflux when core tube is at 2200-2500', but flow only lasts for a couple of 
minutes. Based on velocity, this indicates that each swab is getting only about 100 gallons. 
Continue swabbing. 

14 May 95 

0100 - Loap in wirehe breaks; core tube and latch-head fdl in hole. Rig up overshot and fish for 
swab assembly. 

1130 - Have tried several different overshots, but have not picked up core tube. Release packer 
and POOH with drillpipe. 

1445 -Packer back to surfkce, it has lostall the outer rubber sealing surf8ce. RMwith 
temperature tool; attempt to log to battom. 

1600 - Temperature log completed. Bottom of hole has warmed up approxjmately lOOF in two 
days, but maximum kmpemtm in hole is 28OOF. POOH with logging tool. 

1730 - RIH with drillpipe for wiper trip. 

2230 - Set down on 20' of fill and packer rubber. Drill to 5815' with water. pull tube full of rubber 
and cave. 
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15 May 95 

0030 - Too much vibration to drill cave, POOH, 10' fill in hole. 

0430 - Pick up scrap 10' core barrel with rung Fordia #9 bit and a reamer shell blank with a float 
built-in complete with landing ring. RJH with 630' of scrap HMQ core rod, sub to H-Tuff 

handNWL casing thread box with mating sub back to HMQ box), 3100'HMQ drill rods. 
rod, 1880' H-tuff rod, sub back to HMQ, 210' good HMQ, back off sub (HMQ pin to left 

0945 - Break circulation with water 10' off battom. hunp 350 gal. of Enviroplug mud to cover 
backside back to liner with - 50 gal excess. Chase with 2250 gal fiesh water to displace to 
float shell. Pressure rise indicates plug lifting - 800 psi. 

1200 - Set rods on battom, Pressure decays slowly. Pick up half string weight and turn to right to 
back-off sub. Displace backside h m  3080' to surfhe to circulate out excess completion 
mud. Good returns of water, then mud, and changing back to clear water. 

1230-Break0ut3100'HMQrodsin lo'lengths. 

1630 - RM with 640' of HQ stands still in derrick and break out in 10's. 

1730 - RM with rig wireline and tag bottom at 5814'. 

1800 - Nipple down BOP stack and clean mud tanks. 

2100 - Release rig. 

16 May 95 

0700 - Rim down. 

1000 - Rain-for-- is loading out pump and fiac tank. 

END OF DRILLING OPERATIONS. PERFORM REPEATED TEMPERATURE LOGS 
OVER THE NEXT THREE MONTHS, BUT HOLE DOES NOT RECOVER 
SIGNIFICANTLY FROM TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF DRILLING. RESUME 
OPERATIONS TO PLUG AND ABANDON HOLE. 

8 September 95 

1700 - Tonto UDR 1500 anives and starts rigSing UP. 

1900 - Rig in position over hole. 
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9 September 95 

0700 - Continue rigging up rig and mud system. No CHD 76 rods have arrived, sowill use BQ 
rods until larger rods get here. 

1000 - Start to pick up pipe and rig develops hydraulic leak. Reaun filter plugged with old hose 
parts fram rig re-work in Tonto yard. Wait on filter (being airdipped from Salt Lake 
City.) 

1730 - Fiher arrives fram Boise airport. Install filter and RIH with BQ rods. 

1900 - There is only one crew for this job. End of day with rods at 750'; hit water level at -400'. 

10 September 95 

0700 - Resume picking up BQ rods and RIH. 

1100 - Have RIH to 2800' when truck arrives with CHD 76 rods. 

1300 - Finishuntoading CHD 76 rods and continue RM, now withthese rods. 

1730 - Tag bottom at 58 11' (measured from ground level.) Start pumping mud to fill 
the HQ liner up to 100' below the casing shoe. 

1900 - Finish pumping mud and begin POOH. 

2000 - End of day with rods pulled back to 5000'. 

11 September 95 

0700 - Cantinue POOH. 

1 130 - Rods out of hole. Pick up cutter and start RIH with CHD 76 rods. Mainline winch not 
holding, work on hydraulic brake. 

1530 - Finish repairs and RlH. 

1700 - Cut HQ liner at 3221' KB (1 10' below Casing shoe.) Cut went well. Begin POOH with 
cutter. 

1900 - End of day with rods pulled back to 2200'. 

12 September 95 

0700 - Cantinue POOH. 

0900 - Pickup B m  spearand RIH ~n CHD 76 rods. 

1130 - Lock unto cut liner top at 3080' KB and work it fiw. POOH with rods and cut HQ liner. 
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1400 - Top of HQ liner arrives at surface, liner top was at 2813', not 3080' as previously believed. 
This means that there is -270' of CHD 76 rod inside the HQ liner, and it is necessary to 
hold both strings while laying down the pipe. Cut off top of 4-1/2" casing so that we can 
land a clamp fmthe HQ there while holding the CHD 76 rods in the rig's foot clamp. 

1630 - Finish laying down the HQ liner. Start pushing a 4" plug with an intemal float down the 
hole. This plug will sit on top of the cut HQ stub and will be at the bottom of the cement. 

1900 - End of day with plug at 2900'. 

13 September 95 

0700 - Continue pushing plug down. 

0800 - Plug stops moving and takes rod weight at 3107'. Try pushing with drill-rig head, but can't 
/- 

push too hard because there is 400' of smaU diameter BQ rod just above the plug. We use 
this small rod at the bottom so it will minimize disturbance of the cement when pulling out 
after pumping the cement. Decide to POOH and replace BQ. 

1300 - Set rod weight on plug with CHD 76 rods on bottom of string. Plug goes down easily to 
3220'. Try filling hole with water, but it is apparently leaking past the plug. 

1400 - Pump 100 gallon LCM pill on top of bridge plug and pull back 5' in preparation for 
amenthg. Waitonwater. 

1600 - Mix 200 gat (300 linear feet) of Type G cement with 40% silica flow. Pump and displace 
with 350 gal water using a trash pump. pull back 6 stands (240') and pump another 300 
gal water. Pull another 5 stands and circulate with rig pump. 

1700 - Start POOH with CHD 76 rods, laying them down in 40' lengths. 

1900 - End Of day, layins down rods. 

14 September 95 

0700 - continue laying down rods. 

0900 - RIH with BQ rods to tag Cement plug. 

1000 - Tag cement at 273 l', somewhat higher than &. Apparently some cement was strung 
out when circulating at 2740'. 

1030 - Start circulating hole full of abandonment mud. 

1300 - Hole full of abandonment mud, pumped -1890 gal mud. Start laying down BQ in 40' 
lengths. 
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1500 - Mix and pump 75 linear-foot cement plug at top of casing. Good cement returns to surface. 
Lay down remaining drill pipe. 

1600 - Rig down drillhg equipment and move off location. 

1930 - End of day, most equipment loaded and moved. 

15 September 95 

0700 - Dig out cellar to 6' depth. Finish moving equipment to A-Alt location. 

1000 - Cut off lo", 7" and 4-1/2" casings at - 6' below ground level. 

1200 -Weld cap on 4-1/2" casing, weld identification plaque on cap. Site ready for restoration. 
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APPENDIX B 

The following appendix Coatains the daily d d h g  records, including detailed ix&ormation about 
dnilling fluids, drill bits, lithology, and other activities conducted each day. These reports were 
prep& and distributed esrch day to Sandia stagand management, DOE program managers, 
Trans-PacificGeathermalCorporati~andotherinterestedresearchers. Thereportswere 
compiled primarily by the Sandia on-site project leadas, with valuable input from Desert Drilling 
Fluids and Tonto Drilling field engineers. 



DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 7 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 1 I Depth today - 510' I Hole advance last24 hr- 510'1 Core recovered -N/A' 
Last casing - 10" conductor @ 51' 

Bit number Type Depthiu,KB Depthout, Footage Hours 

1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 5 10 463 9.5 
KB 

Drilling Assembly: Bit, bit sub, 6" drill collar, stabilizer, DC, stab, 2-DC, crossover, Heavyweight 
CHD134 drillpipe, regular CHD drillpipe 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
250' K 10 N/A 77OF 

__ - 

Drilling fluid - water, bento&e, polymer 
Flow rate - 186 gal/& I Pressure - 700 psi I Returns temp - 86OFmax I 

Lostcirculaton- none 
Wt - 8.51b/gd I Vis - 4 2 ~ e ~  I PV- 12cP IYP- 121b/100ft2 IpH - 8.5 

Lithology of past day's driiling: primarily siltstone, with occasional stringers of sandstone conglomerate 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Mixed mud, picked up tools, and spudded hole at 1230 yesterday. Some problems with shaker screens, but 
reduced flow rate alleviated most of that. Drilled ahead at very good rates of penetration, above 200 fVhr 
at times. Reached casing point (510') at 0330 hours. FWing out of hole and laying down 8-314" tools at 
report time. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 8 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E7 Malheur Cuunly, OR 

Ail depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level . 
Days smce spud - 2 I Depth today - 510' 1 Hole advance last 24 hr - 0'1 Core d - N / A  ' 
Last Casing - 7", 23# @ 5 10' 

BITS - Now drilling " hole I Rotary speed - rpm; WOB - Ib; Rate of P e n d m  - ft/hr 
Bit number TYPe Depthin,KB Depthout, Footage Hours 

1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 5 10 463 9.5 
KB 

Drilling Assembly: 

SUNeYS: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
250' < 10 N/A 77OF 

Drilling fluid - water, bentonite, pol- 

Wt - 8.5 lb/gal I Vis - 42 S ~ C  I PV- 12 CP I YP - 12 lb/100A2 I PH - 8.5 
Flow rate- 186 gal/m.in I Pressure- 7OOpsi I Returns temp - 86OF max I 

Lostcirculation- none 

Lithoiogy of past day's drilling: NA 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Laid down 8-3/4" drilling tools. Welded on casing shoe, and RIH with 13 joints (5 12') of 7" casing. Same 
fill m hole, so .circulated through casing and washed to bottom. Rigged up Halliburton; pumped -1 15 A3 
of cement. Good cement returns to surface, but cement fell back approXimSrtely 50'. WOC for 4 hours and 
pumped approximately 12 A3 cement into annulus. Cement level held steady. WOC for 4 hours, cut off 
d u c t o r  and 7'' c a s h  and weld on wellhead flange. Nippling up BOP at report time. 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 9 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

WeIl number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 3 I Depth today - 814' f Hole advance last 24 br - 304'1 Core recovered - N/A ' 
Last casing - 7", 23# Casing @ 5 10' 

1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 

47 
469 

BITS - Now drilling 6" hole I Rotary speed - rpm; WOB - lb; Rate of P e n d o n  - fVhr 
Depthout, Footage Hours 

5 10 463 9.5 
KB 

I)Tilling Assembly: 6" bit, bit sub, 4-314" drill - o k ,  in&& blade stabilizer, DC, IBS, DC, IBS, 5-DC, 
crossover to CHD, 8 jts CHD134 Heavy-weight 

Surveys: Depth Indination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
250' < 10 NIA 77OF 
5 10' 00 N/A 62OF 
8 14' 0.50 N/A 72OF 

_____ ___ 

4 Drilling fluid - water, bentonite, polymer 1 Flow rate - 186 gal/& I Pressure - 700 psi 
Returns temp - 86OF  ma^ I Wt - 8.5 lb/& I Vis -42 S ~ C  I PV- 12 CP IYP - 12 lb/lOOft I PH - 8.5 
Lost circulation - ~amplete loss at times, but generally heated with LCM 
~~~~~ 

Lithology of past day's drilling: Mostly siltstme with at least 10' sandstone conglomerate; no sample 
720-740' (no returns) 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Tested BOPE; witnessed by Dermis Simontacchi, BLM, and Dennis Ohstead, DOGAMI. Picked up 6'' 
drilling assembly and RIH. Tagged top of cement at 469' and circulated at varying rates to caIibate 
Rolling Float Meter. Drilled out cement to shoe and drilled new hole to 5 15'. Leak+ff test successfd, 
witnessed by BLM and DOGAMI. Drilled ahead, began losing circulation (50430%) at 720'. Pumped 
LCM, ge#ing - * returns. 
-~~~~ 

Report by: John F i n g e r h  Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 10 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above graund level 
Days since spud - 4 I Depth today - 1286' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 472' I Core recovered - N/A ' 
L& casing - 7", 23# casing @ 510' 

BITS: Now drilling 6" hole I Rdary speed - 200 rpq WOB - 5K Ib; Rate of Penetration - avg 30 ft/hr 

Bit number Type DepthkKB Depthout, Footage Hours 

1 STC 8-314" FDS 47 510 463 9.5 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 469 1286 817 23.5 

KB 

Drilling Assembly: 6" bit, bit a b y  4-314" drill collar, 
c r o s ~ ~ ~ e r t o  CHD, 8jtS CHD134 Heavy-weight 

blade stabilizer, DC, IBS, DC, IBS, 5-DC, 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
25 0' e 10 N/A 77OF 
5 10' 00 NIA 62OF 
8 14' O S 0  N/A 72OF 
1050' <OS0 N/A 82OF 

Drilling fluid - water, -, polymer 

Wt - 8.5 lb/gal I Vis - 46 s e ~  1 PV - 14 CP IYP - 8 lb/lOoft2 I PH - 7.5 
Lost cidatim - -1- 10s~ at ha, but generally healed with LCM 

Flow rate - 92 gavmin 1 Pressure - 1700 psi 1 Returns temp - 92OF max 1 

Lithology of past day!s drilling: Mostly &stone to 930'. Limestone and tuffto 980'. Primarily basalt 
from 980' - 1280' with some sediment, and altered zones 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled ahead to 882: lost complete returns. Built pit volume and pumped LCM, drilled blind to 912'. 
Regained partial returns and dxilledto 932'. Bracket broke on drill rig; &to stop circulation to re- 
weld it. When trip back into casing began, hole began producing app roXimately 40 gpm. Closed pipe 
rams, developed no pressure. Resumed trip. Repaired bracket, washed back to bottom, and resumed 
drilling. pumped viscous pill at 0445 and started POOH. Tripping at report time. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 11 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur Coudy, OR 
_ _ _ ~ ~  ~~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ~ _ _ ~ ~ ~  _ ~ ~ _ _ ~  

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 5 I Depthtoday - 1730' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 444' I Core fecovered -N/A ' 
Last Casing - 7", 23# ca~hg @ 510' 

BITS: Now drilling 6" hole I Rotary speed - 200 rpm; W03 - 5K lb; Rate of Penetration - avg 44 fvhr 

Bit number Type Depthin,KB Depthout, Footage Hours 

1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 510 463 9.5 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 469 

KB 

Drilling Assembly: 6" bit, bit sub, 4-3/4" drill collar, integral blade stabilizer, DC, IBS, DC, IBS, 5-DC, 
crossover to CHD I BHA length = 258.68' 

surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
1050' COS0 NIA 82OF 
1266' O S 0  N/A 95OF 

106OF 1597' 0.50 N/A 

Drilling Quid - water, bentonite, polymer, LCM 
Flow rate - 92 gaVmin I Pressure - 800 psi J Returns temp - 106OF max I 

Last circulaiion - averaging 10 b b b ,  adding LCM 
Wt - 8.71b/gal I Vis - 4 8 ~ ~  } PV- 18cP IYP- 141b/100ft2 IpH - 8.5 

_ _ _ _ _ _ ~  ~ 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
1280' - 1400' 
1400' - 1440' 
1440' - 1500' 

1580 - 1710' 

.Mostly claystme and siltstone, minor basalt 
Limestone, some s h e  
Majority basalt, some limestone and sihstone 

Majority basalt, some siltstone and sandstone 
1500 - 1580' Basalt 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

POOHtomeasureall BHA comgonents. Bit is verygood, will re-run. Laid down all BHAtoolsto 
measure ID'S and OD's. Picked up BHA again and torqued all COMeCtioIlS. RIH and drilled ahead; losing 
SOIIE circulatian (-10 bbyhr) but LCM is controlling it. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 12 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB;'KB = 11' above ground level 
Days smce spud - 6 I Depth today - 2034' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 304' I Core recovered - N/A ' 
Last - 7", 23# casing @ 5 10' 

BITS: Now d d h g  6" hole I Rotary speed - 200 rpm; WOB - 1OK lb; Rate of Pem3ratic-m - avg 44 ft/hr 
Bit number Type Depthin,KB Depthout, Footage Hours 

1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 510 463 9.5 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 
3 STC 6'' FDT 1945 

KB 

Drilling Assembly: 6" bit, bit sub, 4-3/4" drill collar, integral blade stabilizer, DC, IBS, DC, IBS, 5-DC, 
crossover to CHD I BHA length = 258.68' 

Surveys: Depth Indination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
1597' O S 0  NIA 106OF 
1892' 0.8O N/A 136OF 
193 1' 0.80 N/A 188OF 

Drilling fluid: water, bentonite, polymer, LCM I Flow rate - 92 @min 1 Pressure - 750 psi I 

Lost circulation - awraging 10 bbl/hr, adding LCM 
Returns temp - 117OF  ma^ I Wt - 8.7 lb/& I Vis - 46 S ~ C  I PV - 12 CP I YP - 12 lb/100ft2 I PH - 8.5 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
1710 - 1770 
1770 - 1780 
1780 - 1830 
1830 - 1880 Siltstoneandash 
1880 - 1890 Tuffand siltstone 
1890 - 1960 

Majority basalt, some siltstone 
Mostly ash, some basalt 
.Mostly siltstone, some basalt 

Mostly basalt, some tuff and siltstone 
1960 - 2030 Basalt, e and siltstow 

POOHto measure all BHA components. Bit is very good, will re-run. Laid down all BHAtools to 
measure ID'S and OD's. Picked up BHA again and torqued all umndons. RIH and drilled ahead; losing 
some circulation (-10 bbl/hr) but LCM is controlling it. Bit showing some torque at 1945', will POOH to 
change bit. Picked up new bit and FUH fbr kmpemhm (188OF) and inclination (0,750) survey at 1931'. 
Ddhg ahead at 2034' when pump pressure drops from 750 psi to 440 psi. Coming out of hole at report 
time to look for probable washout. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 13 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORI! SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days smce spud - 7 I Depth at report time - 2062' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 28' I Core recovered - N/A ' 
Last casing - 7", 23# @ 5 10' 

BITS: Now drill& 6" hole I Rotary speed - 160 rpm; WOB - 10K lb; Rate of Penetration - 4 0  fvhr 

Bitnumber Type Depthin,KB Depthout,KB Footage Hours 
1 STC 8-3/4"FDS 47 510 463 9.5 
2 €€I'C 6" GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 
3 STC 6" FDT 1945 2062 117 12.5 

Drilling Assembly: 6" bit, bit sub, 4-3/4" drill collar, integral blade stabilizer, DC, IBS, DC, IBS, 5-DC, 
crossover to CHD I BHA length = 258.68' 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
1597' O S 0  N/A 106OF 
1892' 0 .8O N/A 136OF 
1931' 0.80 N/A 188OF 

Drilling fluid: water, bentonh, polymer, LCM 
Flow rate - 72 gd/min I Pressure - 1750 psi I Returns temp - 123OF max I 
Wt - 8.7 lb/gal Vi - 46 sec I PV - 12 CP I YP - 12 lb/lOOfc2 I pH - 8.5 I Lost circUiaton -none 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
2030 - 2050 Approximately halfbasalt, remainder W a n d  siltstme 
2050 * 2060 Mostly basalt 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

pulled out of hole to check for washout. Crossover between CHD134 drillpipe and top of collars was 
belled and drillpipe pin was washed almost m two (pin sheared off drillpipe when trying to break the 
Connection.) Picked up original crossover and ran back in hole. Drilled ahead, pump pressure increased to 
>1700 psi, probably a plugged jet. Rate of penetraticm down to <2 fVhr at times, possibly bit balling or 
hard formation, but this performance is consistent with previous well. Bit starts torquing at 2062: decide 
to POOH. Bit bas lost all three cones. Pick up fishing magnet and RM. Work magnet at bottom of hole. 
POOH with magnet at report time. 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 14 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level . 
Days since spud - 8 I Depth at report time - 2077' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 15' I Core recovered -N/A ' 
Last wing - 7", 23# @ 5 10' 

BITS: Now drilling 6" hole I Rotary speed - 160 r p q  WOB - 1OK lb; Rate of Penetratian - -10 ft/hr 

Bit number Type Depthin,= Depthout,KB Footage Hours 
1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 5 10 463 9.5 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 
3 STC 6"FDT 1945 2062 117 10.5 
4 HTC 6" GT-1 2062 2077 15 2.5 
5 HTC 6" ATJ 2077 

Drilling Assembly: 6" bit, bit ab, 4-3/4" drill collar, integral blade st&*, DC, IBS, DC, IBS, 5-DC, 
crossover to CHD I BHA length = 258.68' 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
193 1' 0.8O N/A 188OF 
2027' NIA 166OF 

Drilling fluid: water, bentdte, polymer, LCM 
Flow rate - 90gaVmin I Pressure - 8OOpsi I ReAunstemp - 126OF max I 
Wt - 8.7 lb/gall Vis -45 sec I PV- 12 CP IYP - 12 lb/lOOfc2 I pH - 8 I 
Lost circulation - losing up to 40 bbvhr while drilling, pumped gel pill and cut to 20 bbyhr 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
2060 - 2070 30% Basalt, 20% Tuff, 50% Siltstone 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Came out of hole with junk magnet; magnet carried bearings, portions of cones, and other junk. Gouges on 
sides of magnet housing mdicate that some junk has been pushed back into the wellbore walls. RM with 
new bit. Rate ofpemtmtion drops very quickly, to 4 fVhr, and pump pressure fdls from -800 psi to 
-500 psi. POOH. Connections are bad on several of the 0 1 3 4  heavy-weight drillpipe and on the 
transition fioIll the HW to regular CHD134. Second wllar has severely washed box (and pin of stabilizer 
above it); metal is partedfor more than halfthe circumferen ce. Bit is severely worn, almost all teeth worn 
off. Laid down bad collar and stabibm, inspected HW drillpipe. Picked up insert bit and RM. Broke 
circulation mid-trip and plugged bit with LCM. POOH and cleaned out bit, RIH at report time. 

Report by: John Fingerfin Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 15 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 9 I Depth at report time - 2334' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 257' I Core recavered -N/A' 
Last ca~& - 7", 23# ca~& @ 510' 

BITS: Now drilting 6" hole J Rotary speed - 70 rpm; WOB - 1OK lb; Rate of Penetration - 24 fVhr 

Bit number Type Depthin,KB Depthout,KB Footage Hours 
1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 5 10 463 9.5 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 

STC 6"FDT 1945 2062 117 10.5 3 
4 HTC 6" GT-1 2062 2077 15 2.5 
5 HTC 6" ATJ-11 2077 

Drilling Assembly: 6" bit, bit sub, 4-3/4" drill collar, rntegral blade stabilizer, DC, IBS, DC, IBS, 5-DC, 
crossover to CHD I BHA length = 258.68' 

Surveys: Deptb Indination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
193 1' 0 .8O N/A 188OF 

166OF 2027' N/A 
2246' 1 .oo NfA ' 162OF 

Drilling fluid: water, bentonik, polymer, LCM 
Flow rate - 128 gai/mjn I Presm-270psi I Returns temp - 134OF max I 
Wt - 8.8 lb/gal I Vis - 49 sec I PV - 12 CP IYP - 10 lb/100ft2 I pH- 8 I Lost circulation - none 

~~~~~~ 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
2070 - 2080 
2080 - 2 170 Basalt 
2170 - 2190 
2190 - 2240 B d  
2240 - 2280 
2280 - 2320 Basalt 

Basalt 70%, siltstone 30% 

. B d  70-90%, siltstone 10-30% 

Basalt 40-80%, tuff20-50%, siltstone c20% 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

RIH with periodic circulation to check for bit plugging. Bit plugs on way in, POOH. Clean out bit and 
add one jet; had been drilling with one jet blanked for be&r bottom-hole cleaning. Run back in hole, 
stopping e m y  400' to circulate. Wash last 100' to bottom. Drill ahead with lower rotary speed than 
More, gdually increasing bit might. Good drilling pedomce, raneing. h m  15 to 60 fth. Drillisg 
ahead at report time. 

Report by: John Finger/Ron Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 16 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 10 I Depth at report time - 2935' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 601' I Core recovered - N/A ' 
Last casing - 7", 23# Casing @ 510' 

BITS I Now drilling 6" hole I Rotary speed- 70 rpm I WOB - 1OK lb 1 Rateofpenetration - avg 24 ft/hr 

Bit number Type Depthin,KB Depthout,KB Footage Hours 
1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 510 463 9.5 
2 €€I'C 6" GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 
3 STC 6" FDT 1945 2062 117 10.5 
4 HTC 6" GT-1 2062 2077 15 2.5 
5 HTC 6" ATJ-11 2077 

Drilling Assembly: 6" bit, bit sub, 4-3/4" drill collar, integrat blade stabilizer, DC, IBS, DC, IBS, 7-DC 
(including 9' lead collar), 2 crossovers to CHD134 I BHA length = 297.91' 

Surveys: Deptb Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
2246' 1 .oo N/A 162OF 

162OF 2560' 1.20 N/A 

Drilling fluid: water, bentonite, polymer, LCM 
Flow rate - 128 @mh I Pressure - 750 psi I Returns temp - 142OF max I 
Wt - 8.8 lb/gal I Vis -42 sec I PV - 12 CP IYP - 11 lb/100ft2 I pH - 7.5 I Lost circulation - lost complete 
returns at 2699' and 2727', regained with LCM. Losing up to 50% returns since then. 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
2320 - 2540 Basalt 
2540 - 2570 Tuff 
2570 - 2610 
2610 - 2660 
2660 - 2710 
2710 - 2750 
2750 - 2850 
2850 - 2900 

.Predorninanty basalt and tuff, G O %  siltstone 
Majority basalt, some tuf€ 
Majority basalt, some tuff 
Basalt; 20' interval with no returns 
Basalt and crystal lithic tuff, in varying proportions 
Primarily ash tuf€, some basalt 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled fim 2334' to 2699' in 15 hours. Lost complete returns. Pumped LCM and regained cirdation. 
Lost again at 2727', regained at 2739'. Drilled ahead to 2935' at report time. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 17 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 
- 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 11 I Depth at report time - 3112' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 177' I Core recovered - N/A ' 
Last wing - 7", 23# Casing @ 510' 

BITS INowdrilling 6'' hole I Rotary speed - 70 rpm I WOB - 1OKlb I Rate of P e n d o n  - avg 26 ft/hr 

Bit number Type DepthiqKB Depthout,KB Footage Hours 
1 STC 8-314" FDS 47 510 463 9.5 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 
3 STC 6" FDT 1945 2062 117 10.5 
4 HTC 6" GT-1 2062 2077 15 2.5 
5 HTC 6" ATJ-11 2077 3112 1035 40 

Drilling Assembly: 6" bit, bit sub, 4-314" drill collar, integral blade sfabilizer, DC, IBS, DC, IBS, 7-DC 
(including 9' lead collar), 2 crmovers to Cm134 I BHA length = 297.91' 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
2246' 1 .oo NIA 162OF 
2560' 1.20 NIA 162OF 
2935' 1.8O NIA 142OF 

D d h g  fluid - w, b&~*, POI-, LCM 
Flow rate - 105 g a b i n  I Pressure - 750 psi I Returns temp - 1OWFmax I 
Wt -8.6 lb/@ I Vi -42 S K I  PV - 12 CP IYP - 8 lb/IOOfP 1 PH - 7.5 I Lost~irculation -lost c0111~1ete 
returns at 2699' and 272T, regained with LCM. complete loss at 3053'. Losses ranging Grom 40% to total 
sincethen. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ ~  

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
2910 - 3060 
3040 - 3090 
3090 - 3112 

. Basalt (no sample from 3040 - 3050) 
Basalt 60-80%, tuff 10-30%, siltstone 0-30% 
Basalt 30-80% siltstone 20-70% 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled fiom 2935' to 3043'. Lost complete returns, pumped LCM, pumped gel pill. Lost circulation 40% 
to total from 3050' to bottom of 6" hole at 3 112'. POOH to top of collars, then wiper trip. Rigging up to 
runHalliburtonLoggingServicesatreporttime. 

Report by: Jobn FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 18 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 12 I Depth at report time - 3112' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 0' I Core recovered -N/A' 
Last casing - 7", 23# casing @ 510' 

BITS I Now drilling 6" hole I Rotary speed - xx rpm I WOB - xx lb I Rate of P&on - avg xx ft/hr 

Bit number Type Depthin,KB Depthout,KB Footage Hours 
1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 5 10 463 9.5 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 
3 STC 6" FDT 1945 2062 117 10.5 
4 HTC 6" GT-1 2062 2077 15 2.5 
5 HTC 6" ATJ-11 2077 3112 1035 40 

Drilling Assembly: 

Surveys: Depth Indination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
2935' 1.8O N/A 142OF 

Drilling h i d  - w, W, pol-, LCM 
Flow rate - 105 gavmin I Pressure - 750psi I Returns temp - l0WF max I 
Wt - 8.6 lb/gal I Vis -42 sec I PV- 12 cP IYP - 8 lb/100A2 I pH- 7.5 I Lost circulation -lost complete 
retums at 2699' and 2727', regained with LCM. Complete loss at 3043'. Losses ranging fiom 40% to total 
since then. 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
N/A 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Ran in hole with Halliburton Loggins Services tool, logged to bo#om (natural gamma, dual induction, 
taqmabm, caliper.) Rigged down HLS, ran Sandia temperature log, battomhole tmpemhm = 217OF at 
3082'. POOH with logging tool. Pumped fresh (cold) mud into hole and mlogged, identifying some loss 
zones. We will run 4-1/2" casing, displace cement through the shoe, WOC, then do a surface squeeze. 
Pulling out of hole and laying down drillpip at report time. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 19 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level . 
Days since spud - 13 I Depth at report time - 3112' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 0' I Core recovered -N/A' 
Last casing - 4-1/2", 11.H @I -3110' 

BITS I Now drillingx" hole I Rotary speed - xxrpm I WOB -xx Ib I Rate OfPenetration -avg x x f k  

Bit number Type Depthin,KB Depthwt,KB Footage Hours 
1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 5 10 463 9.5 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 
3 STC 6"FDT 1945 2062 117 10.5 
4 HTC 6" GT-1 2062 2077 15 2.5 
5 HTC 6" ATJ-11 2077 3112 1035 40 

Drilling Assembly: 
- 

surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 

Drilling fluid - NIA 

Lithology of past day's drilling: N/A 

Summary of eve& last 24 hours: 

Laid dawn all CHD134 drillpipe and 6" drilling tools. Ran 4-1/2" casing. Displace - 650 ft3 cement 
through shoe, no cement returns to surf8ce, but pump pressure i n d i d  lifting cement at least 1000'. 
WOC and pump 275 ft3 cement down annulus for tap job, and it fill away. Will WOC and pump another 
top job. Rigging up fix- log, to locate top of cement, at report time. 

, 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 20 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 14 I Deqth at report time - 3112' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 0' I Core recovered - N/A ' 
Last casing - 4-1/2", 11.M casing @ 3110' 

~ 

BITS I Now drilling x" hole I Rotary speed -xx rpm I WOB - xxlb I Rate of Penetration -avgxx fVhr 

Bit number Type Depthin,KB Depthout,KB Footage Hours 
1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 510 463 9.5 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 
3 STC 6" FDT 1945 2062 117 10.5 
4 HTC 6" GT-1 2062 2077 15 2.5 
5 HTC 6" ATJ-11 2077 3112 1035 40 

Drillrng Assembly: MOL 

Surveys: Depth Indination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
3050' 244OF 

Drilling f l ~ d  - NIA 

Lithology of past day's drilling: N/A 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

pumped second cement top-job, took approximately 125 cubic fkt. WOC, then cut off 4-1/2" casing. 
Nipple down BOP, weld in centering ring between 7" and 4-1/2" casing, and nipple up BOP.on original 7" 
wellhead. Test BOP for BLM witnesses. All tests successll. Began picking up HQ core rods to RIH and 
drill out cement and shoe. In hole to 25 15' at report time. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 21 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 1 Location - Section 10, T19Sy R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements ref= to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 15 I Depth at report time - 3160' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 48' 1 Core fecovered - 48' 
Last casing - 4-1/2", 11.M @ 31 11' 

BITS I Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - xx lb I Rate of Penetra,tion - ft/hr 
Bit number T w  Depthin,KB Depthout,KB Footage Hours 

1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 5 10 463 9.5 
2 €€i'C 6'' GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 
3 STC 6" FDT 1945 2062 117 10.5 
4 HTC 6" GT-1 2062 2077 15 2.5 
5 J3TC 6" ATJ-11 2077 3112 1035 40 
6 Longyear #6 impreg. 3063 

surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
3050 244OF 

DrilIing f l ~ d  - - water, my p ~ l m ~  

Wt - 8.5 Ib/@ I Vis - 38 S ~ C  I PV - 10 CP I YP - 8 lb/lOOft2 I PH - 8.5 I Lost circulation - Flow rate - 20gal/min I Pressure -460 psi I Returns temp - 104OF max 1 

~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~ 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
3112 - 3160 Basalt 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Run m hole and tag cement at 3063'. Drill out cement, insert float, cement in bottom joint of Casing, float 
shoe, cement below casing, and 5' of fksh rock. Tun? hole over to fksh mud, attempt to raise surface 
pressure (to give fracture gradient of 0.7 psi/ft) to 820 psi for leak-off test. Pressure reached >750 psi and 
bled back to 450 psi when well was shut in. This gives fiachre gradient of 0.59 pdft, and was approved 
by BLM. Resumed drilling at 3 1 17'. Coring a h d  at 3 160' at report time. 

Report by: John FingedRcm Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 22 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements d e r  to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 16 I Depth at report time - 3325' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 165' I Core fecovefed - 165' 
Last casing - 4-1/2", 11.H casing @ 3111' 

BITS I Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb I Rate of Penetration - -7 ftlhr 

Bit number Type DepthkKE3 Depthout,KB Footage Hours 
1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 510 463 9.5 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 
3 STC 6" FDT 1945 2062 117 10.5 
4 HTC 6" GT-1 2062 2077 15 2.5 
5 €€"C 6'' ATJ-11 2077 3112 1035 40 
6 Longyear #6 impreg. 3063 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
3265' 2.7O N/A 2760f 
3285' 2660f 
3305' 2680f 
3325'. 2680f 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
3160 - 3186 Basalt 
3 186 - 3236 
3236 - 3326 Basalt 

Basalt flow breccia 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

cored ahead fiom 316O'with good drilling perfoxmance. Instantaneous rate of p d m  is over 10 ft/hr 
but time required for puling core reduces the overall average to -7 A/hr. We are losing more than 50% 
retums while drillin& which is almost ideal fbr drilling because it keeps the mud fresh and cool. Riggedup 
andranacousticexperiment. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 23 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Mallreur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 17 I Depth at report time - 3535' I Hole advauce last 24 hr - 209' I Core recovered - 209' 
Last wing - 4-1/2", 11.H Casing @ 3111' 

BITS I Now drilling 3.85" hole I Ratary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb I Rate of Penetration - -9 

Bit number Type Depthin,KB Depthout,KB Footage Hours 
1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 510 463 9.5 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 
3 STC 6"FDT 1945 2062 117 10.5 
4 HTC 6" GT-1 2062 2077 15 2.5 
5 HTC 6" ATJ-11 2077 3112 1035 40 
6 Longyear #6 impreg. 3063 

surveys: Depth Indination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
3345' 2760f 
3385' 2700F 
3415' 2720f 
3455' 2680f 
3495' 2750f 

Drilling fluid - - wslter, bentonite, p ~ l y n ~ ~  

Wt - 8.5 Ib/gal I Vis - 38 S ~ C  I PV - 14 CP I YP - 10 lb/lOOA2 I pH - 8 I Lostcirculatian - losing >50% 
Flow rate-24gslvmin I Pressure - 250 psi I Returns temp - SOOF max I 

returns while dding,  but regahhg most of it in the pits because hole flows back when pulling core 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
3325 - 3354 Basalt 
3354 - 3372 
3372 - 3398 Basalt 
3398 * 3440 
3340 - 3535 Basalt 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Cored ahead fiom 3325' with good drilling performance. Instantaneous rate of penetraiion is 13-15 ftmt 
but time required for pulling core reduces the overall average to -9 ft/ht. We 8 f e  losing more than 50% 
returns while drilling, but pit volume has not gone down significantly because hole is flowing back when 
pumps are stoppedto retrieve core. Ran acoustic experiment again. 

Basalt flow breccia 

Basalt flow breccia 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 24 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 18 I Depth at report time - 3695' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 160' I Core recovered - 160' 
Last Casjng - 4-1/2", 11.H @ 31 11' 
-~ __- - 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb I Rate of Penetration - -9 A/br 

Bit number Type Depthin,KB Depthout,KB Footage Hours 
1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 510 463 9.5 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 

2062 117 10.5 3 STC 6" FDT 1945 
4 HTC 6" GT-1 2062 2077 15 2.5 
5 HTC 6" ATJ-11 2077 3112 1035 40 
6 Longyear #6 impreg. 3063 

Surveys: Depth Indination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
3552' 20 N/A 2760f 
3595' 2700f 
3635' 2680f 
3655' 2500f 
3675' 2360f 

Drilling fluid: water, bentonite, polymer 
Flow rate - 24 gal/& I Pressure - 25Opsi I Returns temp - 800F max I 
Wt - <8.5 lb/gal I Vi - 36 S ~ C  I PV - 10 CP I YP - 4 lb/100ft2 I PH - 8 I 
Lost c i r d a t b  - %0% &UIIIS below 3675' 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
3535 - 3695 Basalt and basalt flow breccia, inserceptiOn of open fracture with drusy quartz 

at 3664 

Drilled from 3535: still with good drilling performance. Lost circulation at -3665: ge#ing  le^^ than 20% 
returns. Well is not flowing back at core rehieval. Bottom-hole temperaaues ham decreased, caused by 
lost c i r d m  and possibly by interception of a cooler #r. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 25 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SI&UJ3OLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur Cow, OR 

AU depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 19 I Depth at report time - 3855' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 160' I Core recovered - 155' 
Last wing - 4-1/2", 11.M c a ~ b  @ 31 11' 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb I Penetration Rate - avg 6-7 fvhr 

Bit number Type Depthin,KB Depthout,KB Footage Hours 
1 STC 8-314" FDS 47 510 463 9.5 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 
3 STC 6" FDT 1945 2062 117 10.5 
4 HTC 6'' GT-1 2062 2077 15 2.5 
5 HTC 6" ATJ-11 2077 3112 1035 40 
6 Longyear #6 impreg. 3063 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
3552' 20 NIA 276OF 
3855' 2.50 NIA 23OOF 

Drilling fluid: water, benfmh, polymer 
 lowr rate - 24 gah in  I pressure - 250 psi I Returns temp - 7m  ma^ I 
Wt - <8.5 lb/@ I Vis - 36 S ~ C  I PV- 10 CP I YP-4 lb/100ft2 I pH- 8 I 
Lost cirdatim - I O S ~  >80% returns 

LithoIogy of past day's drilling: 
3695 - 3735' Basalt 
3735 - 3848' Lithic tuff 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled &om 3695: sti l i  with good performance. Bit is cutting we4 with inStantan eouspenetratonrates 
above 10 Allhr. Dropped 16' of core inside drillpipe, but were able to work over it and retrieve 11' without 
tripping rods. Lost 5' of core m process. Bottomhole 
thermometers in wireline ovreshot) continued to fill, possibly due to lost cirdtion, but during the perid 
of approximately 30 minutes between core retrieval and the inclination survey at 3855', the bottom of the 
hole recovered about 3OOF. This indicates that low temperames measured may be caused by the cooling 
effect on down-going fluid in the drillpipe, but ifthe fluid is static in the hole, it will tend toward the 
UndistUrbedfoIInat ion~.  

(measured by maximum-reading- 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 26 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time O f  report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 1 Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur Cow, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level . 
Days since spud - 20 I Depth at report time - 3975' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 120' I Core tecovered - 120' 
Last~as&-4-1/2", 11.6#~a~ing@3111' 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb I Penetration Rate - avg 5 fvhr 

Bit number Type Depthin,KB Depthout,KB Footage Hours 
1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 47 510 463 9.5 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 469 1945 1446 47.0 
3 STC 6" FDT 1945 2062 117 10.5 
4 HTC 6" GT-1 2062 2077 15 2.5 
5 HTC 6" ATJ-11 2077 3112 1035 40 
6 JmF=#6imPreg.  3063 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
3855' 2.50 N/A 2300F 

Drilling fluid: water, benton&, polymer 
ROW rate - 18 @min I pressure - 150 psi I Returns temp - 7oOF 
Wt - 8.4 lb/gal I Vis - 38 sec I PV - 10 cP IYP - 8 lb/100A2 I pH - 8.5 I Lost circulation -losing >80% 

I 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
3848 - 3955' Basalt 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled from 3855' with little change in drilling ConditioIlS except that rate of p e n d o n  is graduaUy 
decreasing due to increased downhole torque. Tripped back into casing, rotated rods, and torque was still 
high. Changed mud mix but torque still high. Will POOH to check tools and lubricate rods. Tempmtms 
from MRTs colrtinue to be about the same, but these may not reflect true ba#om-hole conditions. 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 27 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur C~unty, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 21 I Depth at report time - 4095' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 120' I Core recovered - 1 17' 
Last cas@ - 4-1/2", 11.6# @ 31 11' 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb I Peaetraiion Rate - avg 5 ft/hr 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Type 
STC 8-3/4" FDS 
HTC 6'' GT-1 

HTC 6" GT-1 
HTC 6" ATJ-11 

STC 6" FDT 

Longyear #6 impreg. 
#9 impreg 

Depthh,KB Jkpthout,KB Footage Hours 
47 510 463 9.5 

469 1945 1446 47.0 
1945 2062 117 10.5 
2062 2077 15 2.5 
2077 3112 1035 40 
3063 3995 932 tin 
3995 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
3855' 2.50 NIA 23OOF 

Lithology of past day's drilling: DEF 3955 - 4095 Basalt, with major, calcite- -2600 
filled fhcture fiom 4028 to 4037'. 

-2800 

3ooo 

Summary of events last 24 hours: POOH for 
bit trip. Inside and outside gauge on bit were worn. 
Picked up #9 bit and RIH to 2800' (above casing 
shoe.) Ran k m p e d u e  log. Log shows major loss 
zone at 3270: which has probably been responsible 
for lower bo#om-hole.temperatures. Cool drilling 
fluid has been tramling down the drillpipe, coming 
up to the loss zone, and out into the formation. This 
has cooled the ixterval below the loss, but with 
circulatianstopped,thisintenalwarmsup. The 
up log was d l y  warmer than the down log, 
indicating that the hole is warming relatively 
quickly. -4ooo 

-3400 

3600 

38a0 

TH, ft 

Report by: John Finger/Ron Jacobson I I  I I I 

180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 no 280 290 

TEMPERATURE, F 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 28 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 22 I Depth at report time - 4255' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 160' I Core recovered - 160' 
Last~a~i~g-4-1/2'', 11.6#ca~ing@33111' 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 23K lb I Penetration Rate - avg 10 fVhr 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Type 
STC 8-3/4" FDS 
€€l"C 6" GT-1 
STC 6" FDT 
€€l'C 6" GT-1 
HTC 6" ATJ-11 

Longyear #6 impreg. 
#9 impreg. 

Depthin,KB Depthout,KB Footage Hours 
47 5 10 463 9.5 

469 1945 1446 47.0 
1945 2062 117 10.5 
2062 2077 15 2.5 
2077 3112 1035 40 
3063 3995 932 
3995 

Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
23OOF 3855' 2.5O NIA 

4153' 1 So N/A 25WF 

surveys: Dep& 

Drilling fluid: water, bmtonik, polymer 
Flow rate - 12-14 gal/min I Pressure - 120 psi I Returns temp - 7OOF m s u ~  I 
Wt - 8.4 lb/gal I Vis - 38 sec I PV - 10 cP I YP - 8 lb/100A2 I pH - 8.5 I 
Lost circulatian -no re$ums when pumping 4 4  gpm 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
N~yetlogged 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drill ahead fiom 4095' with no returns except when pumping tube down. Work 011 mud rniX to reduce 
torque and vibrations. Drilling sti l l  generally good, although formation appears to be getting somewhat 
harder. 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 29 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time O f  report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 23 I Depth at report time - 4355' 1 Hole advance last 24 hr - 100' I Core r e c o v e r e d  -100 ' 
Last - 4-1/2", 11.M @ 3111' 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb I Penetration Rate - avg 7 fVhr 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Type 
STC 8-3/4" FDS 
HTC 6" GT-1 

HTC 6" GT-1 
HTC 6" ATJ-11 

STC 6" FDT 

LoIlgyear#6 impreg. 
Fordia #9 impreg. 

Lagyear #6 impreg. 

Depthin,KB 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 

Depthout,= 
510 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
429 1 

Footage Hours 
463 9.5 

1446 47.0 
117 10.5 
15 2.5 

1035 40 
932 
296 

_ _ _  

Surveys: Depth Indination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
4153' 1 So NIA 25OOF 

- - 

Drilling fluid water, bentonite, polymer 
Flow rate - 14-16 gaVmin I Pressure - 150 psi I Returns temp - 7OOF max I 

Lost circulation -no returns when pumping 4 4  gpm 
Wt - 8.4 lb/@ I Vis - 35 S ~ C  I PV - 6 CP IYP - 5 lb/100ft2 I PH- 8 to 8.5 I 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
Not yet logged 

__ _ -__ 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled from 4255'. Pump pressure went up sharply at 4291: POOH for new bit. Inside gauge on bit was 
rung. Picked up new bit and RM. Drilled to 4355' at report time with vibration problems. Fluid level 
staying at - 120' while pulling core tube and fair returns while pumping core tube down. 

Report by: John FingerLRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 30 Apr 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 1 Location - Section 10, T19S, R45Ey Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 24 I Depth at report time - 4495' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 140' 1 Core recovered -140 ' 
Last Casing - 4-1/2", 11.M @ 3111' 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb I Penetration Rate - avg 7 fvhr 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Type 
STC 8-3/4" FDS 
HTC 6" GT-1 

HTC 6" GT-1 
HTC 6" ATJ-11 

L(wY=r#6impreg. 
Fordia #9 impreg. 

Longyear #6 impreg. 

STC 6" FDT 

DePthin,m 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 

Depth out, KB 
510 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
429 1 

Footage Hours 
463 9.5 

1446 47.0 
117 10.5 

1035 40 
15 2.5 . 

932 
296 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
4153' 1.50 N/A 25OOF 
4455' 1.20 N/A 27OOF 

Drilling fluid: water, bentonite, polymer 
Flow rate - 14-16 gal/& I Pressure - 140 psi I Rehunstemp - 7oOF max I 

Lost circulalim -no returns when pumping 4 4  gpm 
Wt - 8.4 lb/@ I Vis - 40 S ~ C  I PV - 10 CP IYP - 9 lb/100ft2 I pH- 8.5 I 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
Notyetlogged . 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drillkg steady with low torque and no vibration problems. Three blocked core nms. Returns up and 
temperatures up a bit. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 1 May 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur county, OR 
__ - 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level. 
Days since spud - 25 I Depth at report time - 4635' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 140' I Core recovered - 140' 
Last casing - 4-1/2", 11.M @ 3111' 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb I Penetration Rate - avg 7 fUhr 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Type 
STC 8-3/4" FDS 
HTC 6" GT-1 

HTC 6" GT-1 
HTC 6" ATJ-11 

STC 6" FDT 

Longyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #9 impreg. 

Longyear #6 impreg. 

Depth in, KB 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 

Depth out, KB 
5 10 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
429 1 

Footage Hours 
463 9.5 

1446 47.0 
117 10.5 
15 2.5 

1035 40 
932 
296 

-~~~ 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
4153' 1.5O NIA 25OOF 
4455' 1.20 N/A 27OOF 

Drilling fluid: water, bentonite, polymer 
Flow rate - 14-16 galhnin I Pressure - 140 psi I Retuns temp - 7OOF max I 

Lost circulation -no returns when pumping 4 4  gpm 
Wt - 8.4 lb/@ I Vis -40 S ~ C  I PV- 10 CP I YP - 9  lb/100fc2 I PH - 8.5 I 

Lithology af past day's drilling: 
Natyetlogged . 

~~ 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled fiom 4495' with generally good performance. Rate of penetration is running 6-7 fVhr, including 
pulling the wre tube. MRT temperatures from the wireline overshot wntjnue to be 240-25OOF 

Report by: John Fingerhn Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 2 May 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

An depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 26 I Depth at report time - 4795' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 160' I Core fecovered - 160' 
Last Cas@ - 4-1/2", 1l.M Casing @ 31 11' 

_ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ~  

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb I Pmetration Rate - avg 6-7 fVhr 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Type 
STC 8-3/4" FDS 
HTC 6" GT-1 

HTC 6" GT-1 
HTC 6" ATJ-11 

STC 6" FDT 

Longyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #9 impreg. 
Longyear #6 impreg. 

DepthhKB 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 

Depthout,KB 
510 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
4291 

Footage Hours 
463 9.5 

1446 47.0 
117 10.5 
15 2.5 

1035 40 
932 
296 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
4455' I .20 NIA 2700F 
4755' 10 NIA 278OF 

Drilling fluid water, bentonite, polymer 
Flow rate - 11-14 gal/& I Pressure - 150 psi I Returns temp - 7OOF max I 
Wt - 8.4 lb/@ I Vis - 38 S ~ C  I PV- 10 CP I YP - 7 lb/100ft2 I PH - 8.5-9 I 
Lost circulation - no returns when pumping 4 4  gpm 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
Notyetlogged . 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Working to reduce mud costs. Drilled from 4635' with good penetration rate and no torque or vibration 
problems. Rock has luts of high-angle fiactum and rubble but is causing surprisingly few blocked tubes. 
Rigged up acouStic experiment and listened to rig/drillpipe noise. Inchation survey showed hole is still 
very straight (lo) and MRT temperatures srt that survey were up slightly (278OF.) 

Report by: John Fingerhn Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 3 May 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, IMdheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 27 I Depth at report time - 4932' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 137' I Core recovered - 137' 
Last wing  - 4-10", 11.M Casiag @ 311 1' 

_ 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb I Penetration Rate - avg 6-7 fi.4~ 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Type 
STC 8-314" FDS 
HTC 6" GT-1 

HTC 6" GT-1 
HTC 6" ATJ-11 

STC 6"FDT 

Longyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #9 impreg. 
Longyear #6 impreg. 

Depth4KB 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 

Depth out, KB 
5 10 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
429 1 

Footage Hwrs 
463 9.5 

1446 47.0 
117 10.5 
15 2.5 

1035 40 
932 
296 

_~~~~~~~~~ ~~ 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
4755' 10 N/A 278OF 

Drilling fluid: water, bentonite, polymer 
Flow rate - 11-14gavmin I Pressure - 15Opsi I Returns temp - 7OOFmax I 

Lose circulation -no returns when pumping 4 4  gpm 
Wt - 8.4 Ib/@ I Vis -40 S ~ C  I PV - 10 CP IYP - 7 lb/100ft2 I PH - 8.5 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
Not yet logged 

~~ 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled from 4795' with fairly good rate of penetration, but with two blocked core runs. Core is more 
highly fractured and appears to be permeable. Rigging up for temperature log during mud system 
Changeout.  

Report by: John Fingerfin Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 4 May 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measuremats d e r  to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 28 I Depth at report time - 4985' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 53' I Core recovered - 46' 
Last~a~ing-4-1/2", 11.6#~a~ing@3111' 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb I Penetration Rate - avg 6-7 fVhr 

Bit number Type 
1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 

4 HTC 6" GT-1 
5 HTC 6" ATJ-11 

3 STC 6" FDT 

6 Longyear #6 impreg. 
7 Fordia #9 impreg. 
8 Longyear #6 impreg. 
9 Fordia #6 impreg. 

Depthism 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 
4985 

Deypthout,KB 
5 10 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
4291 
4985 

Footage Hours 
463 9.5 

1446 47.0 
117 10.5 
15 2.5 

1035 40 
932 
296 
694 

Surveys: Depth Indination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
4735' 10 NIA 278OF 

Lithology of past day's drilling: Depth, k-feet 
Basalt 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled from 4932' to 4942' and pulled rods 
up to casing shoe for Tonto mud system 
exchange. Rantemperahre log and POOH 
withloggingtool. Ranbackinholewith 
coring tools and drilled to 4985'. Runs 
were all short, from 3'to 9', because of core 
blocks. Core tube mislatched at 0200 hours, 
POOH with rods and pick up new bit. 

Temperature, F 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 5 May 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days Since spud - 29 I Depth at report time - 5105' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 120' I Core recovered - 119' 
Lastca~ing-4-1/2", 11.6#ca~hg@3111' 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 xpm I WOB - 2-3K lb I Penetration Rate - avg 6-7 ft/hr 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Type 
STC 8-3/4" FDS 
€€I'C 6" GT-1 

HTC 6" GT-1 
HTC 6" ATJ-11 

STC 6" FDT 

Longyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #9 impreg. 

Longyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #6 impreg. 

DepthkKB 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 
4985 

Depthow= 
5 10 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
429 1 
4985 

Footage Hours 
463 9.5 

1446 47.0 
117 10.5 
15 2.5 

1035 40 
932 
296 
694 

surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
5065' 20 NIA 292OF 

- 

Drilling fluid watery bentonite, polymer 
Flow rate - 11-14gal/min I Pressure - 150psi I Reaunsteanp - 7OOFmax I 

Lost circulation -no returns when pumping 4 4  gpm 
Wt - 8.4 Ib/gal I Vis - 39 S ~ C  I PV - 10 CP I YP - 7 lb/100ft2 1 pH - 8.5+ 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
Basalt 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Run in new bit and Core ahead with partial retums. Rock badly broken causing some short runs. Void from 
5044' to 5046'. Fracture surfaces show new h d o g y .  Core more co- with 20' runs, at report 
time. 

Report by: John Finger/Ron Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 6 May 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45Ey Malheur County¶ OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 30 I Depth at report time - 5245' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 140' I Core recovered - 140' 
Last casiflg - 4-1/2", 11.M @ 3111' 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K Ib I P e n d o n  Rate - avg 6-7 ft/hr 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Type 
STC 8-3/4" FDS 
HTC 6" GT-1 

HTC 6" GT-1 
HTC 6" ATJ-11 

STC 6"FDT 

Lungyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #9 impreg. 

Longyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #6 impreg. 

DepthhKB 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 
4985 

Deptnout,m 
5 10 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
429 1 
4985 

Footage Hours 
463 9.5 

1446 47.0 
117 10.5 

15 2.5 
1035 40 
932 
296 
694 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
5065' 20 N/A 292OF 

Drilling fluid water, bentonite, polymer 
Flow rate - 1 1-14 gaVmin 1 Pressure - 150 psi I Returns temp - 700F max I 
Wt - 8.4 b/gd I Vis - 39 SIX 1 PV - 9 CP I YP - 8 lb / lM2 I pH - 8.5' 
Lost~irculat~-n~reftunswhenp~mping <14g~m 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
Basalt 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled fkom 5 105' with generally good drilling pefirmauce except for some short core runs caused by 
f b c t u d  rock. Current plan is to stop drilling011 10 May, dotemperature-pressumspinuer logs and 
injection tests on 11 Mayy hang her in lower part of hole and release rig on 12 or 13 May. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 7 May 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level. 
Days since spud - 31 I Depth at report time - 5405' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 160' I Core recovefed - 160' 
Last casing - 4-1/2", 11.M casing @ 3111' 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 23K lb I Penetration Rate - avg 6-7 ft/hr 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Type 
STC 8-3/4" FDS 
HTC 6" GT-1 
STC 6"FDT 
HTC 6" GT-1 
HTC 6" ATJ-11 

Longyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #9 impreg. 

Longyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #6 impreg. 

Depth in, KF3 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 
4985 

DePthout,KB 
510 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
429 1 
4985 

Footage 
463 

1446 
117 
15 

1035 
932 
296 
694 

HaurS 
9.5 

47.0 
10.5 
2.5 
40 
88 
43 
95 

surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hoIe Temperature 
5065' 20 NIA 292OF 
5365' 20 N/A 299OF 

Drilling fluid: water, benbnib, polymer 
Flow rate - 11-14 gal/& I Pressure- 150 psi I Renuns temp - 700F max I 

Lost circulation - no returns when pumping <14 gpm 
Wt - 8.4 lb/gal I Vis - 40 S ~ C  I PV - 10 CP I YP - 7 lb/100A2 I PH - 8.5' 

Lithology of past day's drilIing: 
5245-5328 .BE& 
5328 - 5405 Silicified rhyolite 5ow breccia, with pervasive fiactum 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled from 5245' with generally smooth d d h g  (occasional high torque) and complete core runs. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 8 May 95 

Time Of report - 0700 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 32 I Depth at report time - 5585' 1 Hole advance last 24 hr - 180' I Core Tecovered - 179' 
Last Casing - 4-lD", 11.H c a ~ h g  @ 3111' 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Type 
STC 8-3/4" FDS 
HTC 6" GT-1 
STC 6" FDT 
HTC 6" GT-1 

HTC 6" ATJ-11 
Lagyear #6 impreg. 

Fordia #9 impreg. 
Longyear #6 impreg- 
Fordia #6 impreg. 

Depthin,m 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 
4985 

Depth out, KEI 
510 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
429 1 
4985 

Footage 
463 

1446 
117 
15 

1035 
932 
296 
694 

Hours 
9.5 

47.0 
10.5 
2.5 
40 
88 
43 
95 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
5065' 20 N/A 292OF 
5365' 20 N/A 299OF 

Drilling fluid: water7 bentoni&, polymer 
Flow rate - 11-14 gal/min I Pressure - 150 psi I Returns 

Lost circulation - no returns when pumping <I4 gpm 

-7oOF max I 
Wt - 8.4 Iblgal I Vis 4 4 0  S ~ C  I PV- 11 CP I YP - 5  lb/lOoft -5 1 PH- 8.5+ 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
Rhyolite flow breccia and lithictuff 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled fiom 5405' with good drilling performance in rhyolite. Drilled through -1' void at 5478' and lost 
returns. continued pumping and got some fluid back. This zone probably has high permeability, which 
will be more fully evaluated with injection test. Continued drilling with good performance - 180' day. 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 9 May 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Weur County, OR 

AU depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 33 I Depth at report time - 5665' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 80' I Core recovered - 80' 
Last - 4-1/2", 11.M casing @ 3111' 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb 1 Penetration Rate - avg 6-7 fvhr 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Type 
STC 8-314" FDS 
HTC 6" GT-1 

HTC 6" GT-1 
HTC 6" ATJ-11 

STC 6" FDT 

Longyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #9 impreg. 

Longyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #6 impreg. 
Fordia #6 impreg. 

Depthin,KB 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 
4985 
5646 

Depth out, KB 
510 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
429 1 
4985 
5646 

Foatage 
463 

1446 
117 
15 

1035 
932 
296 
694 
66 1 

Hours 
9.5 

47.0 
10.5 
2.5 
40 
88 
43 
95 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
5365' 20 NIA 299OF 
5665' 20 NIA 27OOF 

Drilling fluid water, bentode, polymer 
Flow rate- 11-14 gallmin I Pressure- QO psi I Returns 

Lost circulation -no re$ums when pumping 4 4  gpm 

- 7OOF max I 
Wt - 8.4 lblgal I Vis - 4 0  S ~ C  I PV - 11 cP I YP - 5 1bIlOMt -3 I PH - 8.5' 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
Rhyolite flow breccia and lithic tuff, less permeable than interval just above 

~~~ -~~ -~~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled fram 5585' to 5646', pump pressured up, bit gone. Pulled out for bit change, inner gauge on bit 
was completely gone. Ran back in hole with pressure-temperature memory tool in inner core barrel. When 
bit was 20' off bottom, ran in with wireline, retrieved inner barrel with memory tool, and pumped down 
another inner barrel. Resumed drilling. Difficulty with merging depth and temperatme data files from log, 
no log data at report time. Log will be available later. 

Fkport by: John F i n g e r h  Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 10 May 95 
VALE FXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time O f  report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 34 I Depth at report time - 5765' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 100' I Core fecovefed - 100' 
Last Casing - 4-1/2", 11.M casing @ 31 11' 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb I Pendon Rate - avg 6-7 ftmt 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Type 
STC 8-3/4" FDS 
HTC 6" GT-I 
STC 6" FDT 
HTC 6" GT-1 

HTC 6'' ATJ-11 
Longyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #9 impreg. 

Fordia #6 impreg. 
Fordia #6 impreg. 

Longyear#6impreg. 

Depthin,m 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 
4985 
5646 

Depth out, KB 
510 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
429 1 
4985 
5646 

Foatage 
463 

1446 
117 
15 

1035 
932 
296 
694 
661 

HOUrS 
9.5 

47.0 
10.5 
2.5 
40 
88 
43 
95 
60 

/ 

Surveys: Depth Indination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
5365' 20 N/A 299OF 
5665' 20 N/A 27OOF 

Drilling fluid: water, bentonite, polymer 
Flow rate - -14 gal/min I Pressure - G O  psi I Returns temp - 700F max 1 
Wt - 8.4 lb/@ I Vis - 4 0  sec I PV - 10 CP I YP - 1 1 lb/100A2 1 pH - 8.5+ 
Lostcirculation-noretumswhenpumpiug<14gpm 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
Rhyolite flow breccia and lithic tuff. Fluid inclusion analysis in calcite (the Iast mineral deposited) 
indicates a deposition temperaiure of -338OF 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled from 5665' with higher torque and slower penetration than previously. Still no pump pressure when 
pumping -15 gpm, indicating that fluid is going out of the hole near the bit. Waiting on a shipment ofpipe 
fnnn Tonto. This is used pipe which wiU be used fortesting and to hang the packer, andthen left m place 
for several months until well is abandoned. When this pipe arrives we will begin laying down the pipe now 
in the hole and picking up the tesfing pipe. Drilling ahead at report time. 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 11 May 95 

Time Of report - 0700 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements d e r  to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 35 I Depth at report time - 5825' I Hole advance last 24 hr - 60' I Core recovered - 60' 
Last~asing-4-1/2", 11.6#caSing@3111' 

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rjnn I WOB - 2-3K lb I Penetration Rate - avg 6-7 fvhr 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 .  
10 

Type 
STC 8-3/4" FDS 
HTC 6" GT-1 

HTC 6" GT-1 
HTC 6" ATJ-11 

STC 6" FDT 

Longyear#6 impreg. 
Fordia #9 impreg. 
Longyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #6 impreg. 
Fordia #6 impreg. 

Depth in, KB 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 
4985 
5646 

Depthout,= 
510 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
429 1 
4985 
5646 
5825 

Footage 
463 

1446 
117 
15 

1035 
932 
296 
694 
66 1 
179 

HOUrS 
9.5 

47.0 
10.5 
2.5 
40 
88 
43 
95 
60 

~~ -~~~~~ ~~~~ 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
5665' 20 NIA 27OOF 

Drillingfluid: N/A 

Lithology of past day's drilling: 
Rhyolite flow breccia and lithictuff. 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Drilled from 5765' to 5825' with reasonably good performance. Began POOH at 2030 yesterday. Laying 
down drillpipe in 10'jo;rtS and loading it on truck. Will begin testing, doing static temperatwe log f b t ,  
after all pipe is laid down; hole will have had -12 hours without circulation when log begins.. 

Report by: John Finger/Ron Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 12 May 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

AU depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 36 I Depth at report time - 5825' I Hole advance last24 hr- 0' I Core recovered - 0' 
Last ~ h g  - 4-1/2", 11.W Casing @ 3111' 
_ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ ~  ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ~  

BITS: Now drilling 3.85" hole I Rotary speed - 250 rpm I WOB - 2-3K lb J Penetration Rate - avg 6-7 ft/hr 

Bit number Type 
1 STC 8-3/4" FDS 
2 HTC 6" GT-1 
3 STC 6" FDT 
4 HTC 6" GT-1 
5 HTC 6" ATJ-11 
6 Longyear #6 impreg. 
7 Fordia #9 impreg. 
8 Longyear #6 impreg. 
9 Fordia #6 impreg. 
10 Fordia #6 impreg. 

Depth in, KEI 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 
4985 
5646 

Depth out, KB 
5 10 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
429 1 
4985 
5646 
5825 

Fodage 
463 

1446 
117 
15 

1035 
932 
296 
694 
661 
179 

Hours 
9.5 

47.0 
10.5 
2.5 
40 
88 
43 
95 
60 

Surveys: Depth Inclination Direction Bottom-hole Temperature 
5665' 20 N/A 27OOF 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Finished layins down drillpipe; rigged up and ran temperaaue-spinner tool to -1600'; short in circuit, 
POOH. Ran back m hole with RTD temperaave tool, more shorts. Found problem in surface 
instrumetation, pulledup to shoe and dogged from 3OOO'to TD. Ran in using RTD tool with pressure- 
temperiiture memory tool b g h g  below it; pumping into hole while logging. Were not able to mamtam 
CoIlsfaflf flow rate, so POOH with logging tools. Switched to larger pump and ran back m hole with same 
loggins tools. Parked tool at 3000' while nmning pump at maximum pressure (145 psi) until flow rate 
stabilized at 26 gpm. This means that open-hole permeabii is very low. Traversed to bottom with 
logging tools, came back up to 3800', parked tools, and shut well in for approximately 5 hours. Traversed 
back to bo#omfor tapembm log and POOH. Retrieving data from memory tool at report time. 

. .  

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 13 May 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur county, OR 

AU depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 37 I Hole Total Depth - 5825' 
Last casing - 4-1/2", 11.W casing @ 3 11 1' 

BITS: 

Bit number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Type 
STC 8-3/4" FDS 
HTC 6" GT-1 

HTC 6" GT-1 
HTC 6" ATJ-11 

STC 6" FDT 

Longyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #9 impreg. 

Longyear #6 impreg. 
Fordia #6 impreg. 
Fordia #6 impreg. 

Depth in, KB 
47 

469 
1945 
2062 
2077 
3063 
3995 
429 1 
4985 
5646 

Depth out, KB 
5 10 

1945 
2062 
2077 
3112 
3995 
429 1 
4985 
5646 
5825 

Footage 
463 

1446 
117 
15 

1035 
932 
296 
694 
66 1 
179 

Hours 
9.5 

47.0 
10.5 
2.5 
40 
88 
43 
95 
60 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

First injection test and shut-in test were done after injecting water with a large centcifugal pump which 
wasn't able to hold a umstant flow rate. It eventually stabilized at 26 gpm with a wellhead pressure of 145 
psi. In 8n attempt to get a higher flow rate, we plumbed the rig pump (positive displacement) through the 
Doppler flow meter hto the well. Used this pump to inject at the higher rate of 42 gpm at -235 psi. Shut 
well in for approximately 5 hours. POOH and laid down memory tool. Preliminary anaIysis of shut-in 
dataindicatesthattransmrs ' sivity is about 600 mDa-ft. Began running in hole with used drill pipe (which 
will be the packer-set string) for wiper trip. Connection failed on drill pipe, 660' of fish in hole. Picked up 
new drillpipe again for fishing; RM with Bowen spear. Stabbed into fish, coming out of hole with fish at 
report time. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 14 May 95 

Time of report - 0700 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E7 Malheur counsY, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 38 I Hole Total Depth - 5825' I Last c a s h  - 4-1/2", 11.W casing @ 31 11' 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

pulled out of hole with compfete fish. Laid dawn fish, which contained a large amount of cave (rock 
fragments sucked out of the wellbore wall as the fish went by.) Picked up idatable packer and ran in hole 
to 5331'; set packer at that depth (which is an interval of competent rock separating the upper and lower 
loss zones), r e t r i d  standing valve fiom packer, and rigged up to swab the hole with a core tube on the 
wireline. Swabbed until 0100, when wirehe loop broke and droppea core tube in hole. Difficult to get a 
count on total water removed from hole, but based on time and velocity it appears to be 500-1000 gallons. 
Fishing for core tube at reporttime. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 15 May 95 

Time O f  report - 0700 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 39 } Hole Total Depth - 5825' I Last casing - 4-1/2", 1l.M casing @ 3 11 1' 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Continued fishing for dropped core tube until 1130, could 
not retrieve it. Release packer and POOH wi& drill pipe. 
Packer lost outer rubber sealing surface. IUH with 
temperature tool for log to bottom. Bo#om of hole has 
warmed up approximately l00F in two days, but maximum 

RM with drillpipe for wiper trip. Drilled up rubber from 
packer and brought it back in core tube. Circulated hole. 
POOH, laid down bit and are barrel, picked up used bit, 
reamer shell case with float, and short core barrel. Ran in 
hole to 2745' with 630' of HMQ liner pipe, 1880' of HQ 
core rod (good quality but non-standard thread), and 2 10' of 
the dxiUing-string rods. Running in hole at report time. Will 

bo#am. Next step is to circulate a heavy, abandonment 
mud up the annulus of the liner and displace with water 
behind a rubber plug. Turning the drillstring to the right 
will then release at 3080'. POOH with drillstring fiom 

release rig within the next 24 hours. 

Report by: John FingerRon Jacobson 60 100 150 200 250 

DEPTH, K-ft 

0 

-1 

-* 
3 

-4 

4.  

-6 

-7 

hpxatwe m hole is 2800F. POOH with logging tool. 

pick up left-band-thread backoff sub at 2745' and run to 

3080' and lay down pipe. Will nipple down BOP and 

TEMPERATURE, F 
DO 
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DAILY DRILLING REPORT - 16 May 95 
VALE EXPLORATORY SLIMHOLE 

Time of report - 0700 

Well number - TGC 61-10 I Location - Section 10, T19S, R45E, Malheur County, OR 

All depth measurements refer to KB; KB = 11' above ground level 
Days since spud - 40 1 Hole Total Depth - 5825' I 
Lastcasing-4-1/2", 11.6##casing@ 3111',HQlinerfiom3080'to5815' 

Summary of events last 24 hours: 

Ran in hole with 14.5'-long core barrel with built-in float, reamer shell blank and landing ring; 2730' of HQ 
liner pipe; left-hand-thread backoff sub; and 3 100' of HQ drill pipe. Circulated 350 gallons of 
abandonment mud and displaced with 2250 gallons of water. Set string on bottom at 5815.5'; 9.5' of ill in 
hole. Backed off sub at 3080' and circulated excess mud out hole. POOH with rest of drillpipe, laying it 
down. Nippled down BOP, released rig at 2100 hours. 

This is the final Daily Drilling Report -the Vale Exploratory Slimhole. 

Report by: John Finger/Ron Jacobson 
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APPENDIX C - COMPARISON OF ROTARY AND CORE DRILLING 

This appendix describes some of the differences between conventianat rotary drilling and minerals- 
type core drillin& and how those differences affeGt operations for holes where one rig does both 
types of drilling. 

Typical rotary drill rigs, mostly used for hsil-fuel exploration and production, use full 
diameter bits to drill holes between 6" to 26" in diameter to depths occasianally more than 20,000 
feet. The drill string Comprises the bit, the drill pipe, and an o h  complex bottom-hole assembly 
(BHA) made up of drill collars, stabilizers, reamers, crossovers, and other special tools. The string 
is tumed by a rotary table, which engages the kelly, which applies torque to the string while 
allowing it to travel downward under its own weight. If coring is done with this kind of rig, the 
complete drill string must be tripped to retrieve the core sample. 

Core rigs, most often used to explore for ore bodies for the minerals industry, use bits which 
cut acylinclrid kerfm the rock, leaving acore samplepmtrudingupthe center ofthe drill string. 
Hole diameters are firom 2to 6 inches with corresponding corediameters of 1 to 4 inches. After 
drillingthrough some intend (usually5 to 20 feet), thedrill string is raised, breaking offthe core, 
and a wireline is dropped clown the inside ofthe drill string to retrieve the core in its core tube, thus 
avoiding the necessity for tripping the drill string to get the core sample. The drill string is turned 
either by atop drive, which uses a hydraulic motorto rotate the entire drill string Erom its topmost 
connection, or a chuck, which grips the outside cbmeter of the drill rod and not only applies torque 
but can put a *-force on the drill string. 

'here are tradeof& between the two kinds of drilling, but in the slimhole program the small 
hole sizes have favored the use of core rigs. From a cost standpoint, these rigs are sometimes 
ineffective because in many formations rotary drilling has much faster penetration and can 
therefore drill those intervals more cheaply. Some drill rigs, such as the UDR5000 and its d e r  
version the UDR1500, are designed to be used for both types of drilling (UDR is an acronym for 
" U n i v d  Drill Rig"), which is highly amactive for the appliaticms common to slimhole 
geothermal exploraiion. Although these rigs can do both kinds of drillin& they are fkr more often 
used for core drilling, andthatpredaminaTlt use is refiected in the tools and procedures normally 
used in operating these drills. The effect of this on hybrid drilling is d e s c r i i  in the topics below. 

Drill pipe, tools, and handling: An individual piece of rotary drillpipe is approximately 30' long 
and has "tool joints" at each end. For added strength, the tool joints are larger in outside diameter 
than the body ofthe pipe and are cut with API (American Petroleum Institute) standard threads. 
These threads are sharply tapered, so that fay turns are required to make or break a d o n ,  
but to avoid fatigue it is extremely important for the threads' shoulders to be in tight contact, and 
this requires large make-up and breaksut torques (several thousand foot-pound.) Because of this, 
rotary rigs use p e r  tongs or tungs with a line fiomthe dramvorks to make and break the drill 
string c<mnections. 

Core rods are exactly 10' long and have a castant outside diameter. The t h r d  on these rods 
is much less tapered than an MI thread, with smaller torques for connections, and the rods are 
often made up with pipe wrenches. Ifa core rig is to be used extensively for rotary drill& with 
full BHAs, then be sure when planning the job that the rig and crew will be able to apply the 
proper torques to the drill string. This can usually be done by rigging some sort of snatch block on 
the rig floor and using either a rented load-cell or the rig's pressure gauges to measure torque. It's 
also essential to have the proper bit breaker for the rotaty bit, and, equally important, a way to 
anchor the bit breaker to the rig. 

Drill collar length can also present a problem on core drills. Ifa core drill is large enough for 
hybrid drilling, it will probably pull 40' stands of pipe, so 30' Conventonal rotary drill c o h  can 
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not be stood back inthe derrick andthe mast is not tall enoughto accept a stand oftwo collars. 
Therefore, the c o h  must be laid down fbr each trip, which is quite time-consurmng . . Thebest 
solutim for this is 20' dtill collars, which some core drills already have, but an a l t e d v e  is to use 
a cumbination of "lead" collars (which are about 9' long) and conventional collars to form an 
assembly which is about the length of a stand of core rods and can be more easily handled. Lead 
collars, which are normally run just behind the bit, can be in short supply, so ifthis method is to be 
usedthe collars must be ordered early. When rotary drill@, the neutral point in thedrill string 
should always be in the c o h ,  because the core rod threads should not be in campression when 
drilling a hole with enough annulus to allow them considerable side play. 

Since core-rod threads don't make up to rotary tools, there wi l l  be (usually seved) crossarers 
in the drill string; check inside and outside dimensions ofthese to make sure that they can be fished 
in the size hole that will be drilled. Check the outside diameters on drill collars, too; it may be 
necessaryto machine fishingnecks onthemifthe drill collar OD is too large to be fished inthe 
planned hole size. It is also important that the rig crew keep m r d s  of the dimensions (length, 
inside diameter, outside dhmeter, thread sizes) on every tool that goes into the hole. This is normal 
practice in rotary drilling, but may require some training for coring crews. The project planner 
should get as many of these dimensions as possible in advance so that an inventory of fishing tools 
can be specified. Core rigs will usually have spears or swages to go inside core rods or barrels, but 
will not have overshots or grapples. Ifa driu site is remote fiom a fishing serviceampany, and if 
a reasonable price can be negotiated, it is probably prudent to specify fishing took for all parts of 
the drillstn'ng and to have them an standby at the rig. 

When d o i i  rotary drilling* atop-drive rig such as the UDR, it is also possible to use 
rotary-type drillpipe with tool joints. 'Ibis wil l eliminate many of the problems with crossovers and 
possible thread m e ,  but few coring rigs have a striug of rotary drill pipe, and there is still the 
handling problem with nominal 30 fbat lengths of pipe. 
Yet another poss ib i i  is the use of a ccmventiional rotary rig modified or re$ro&ted to use 

coringtook. Top-drive conventid rigs c a n t m a  string of core rods and, with the proper 
wireline, can rehiewethe coretubes. These rigs wouldneed a drive system which tums the drill 
string fast enough for & d v e  drilling with the diamond tools, and would probably need a mud 
system designed far the smaller application. It is also possible to set a miuerals-type, chuckdriven 
drilling unit into a c o n d o d  rig sothat the coxingunit rotates the drill string and controls 
weight--bit, while the ratary rig's draw-works are used to trip pipe. This method was used 
successfully during Phase II drilling at the Long Valley Exploratory Well (Reference 5) and a 
similarsystemisbeingusedmovers~geothermalexploratim. 

Casing and cement: When it is time to run and cement casing, some ofthis work canusuallybe 
done by the drill rig and its crew without calling in service companies. Much of this will depend on 
the rig's pipeaandling and cement mixing capabilities. 

cannot be directytrippedwiththis method. CheAly, core rigs either raise the drill string by 
screwing a fitting fiomthe main line intothe upper end ofthe string or, ifthe rig does have 
elevators, by screwing larger-OD lifting plugs into the end of the rods. Ifthe rig has its own 
elevators and casing slips, it will not benecessaryto rent them, and ifthe rig has power tongs 
which can be usedto make up the casing couplings, then atong service will not be required. The 
tongs must not only be able to apply the proper torque to the connections, but must be able to 
measure the torque to assure proper make-up. 

more than 40' long and these lengths cannot be handled by many core rigs. The project planner 

Rotary rigs use elevators for tripping drill pipe, but because core rods are a d o r m  OD, they 

Casing length is also important, since Range 3 casing (the most cofl~~)fl designation) is o b  
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should get definite information fnrm the drilling contractor on the maximum pipe length which the 
rigcanhandle,andthenordercasingaccordingly. 

For amductor or shallow surface casing (down to -1507, the rig pumps can be used to cement 
the casing. Rig pumps will almost always have adequate pres& Wility, but if it is planned to 
use them for cementing casing, make sure that the flow rate and mix tank volumes are suf€icient for 
the casing job. These capabilities will also bear on the abilityto pump cement for sealing lost- 
circulation zones. For the casing, it will also be necessaxy to have a cementing head and plug, or 
some other method for displacii the cement from inside the casing. 

Mud systems: Although drilling fluids are used, and for basically the same purposes, in both 
types ofdrilling: the priorities and practices are somewhat ditkent between core drills and rotary. 
In an oversimplified distinction, the most important hc t ion  of drilling fluid in rotary drilling is to 
clean the hole bottom (improving penetration rate) and stabilize the wellbore, while in core drilling 
it is crucial tbat the fluid lubricate the drill string and bit, thus prevdng vibration, overheating, 
and excessive bit wear. 

Flow rates are much lower in core drilling than in rotary ddhg; e.g., 12-15 gpm in coring a 
4" hole compared to hundreds ofgallons per minute in rotary drilling an 8" hole. In addition to the 
smaller hole size, there are three other reasons for this: (1) the annulus is very small in core drilling 
(typically 3.5" drill pipe in 3.78" hole) so low flow rates give enough annular velocity for hole 
cleaning, (2)the cu#ings are muchlinerincoredrilhg, so littlevelocity is reguired to liftthem, 
and (3) a large part of the drilled-hole volume is removed in the form of core. This means that a 
rig nonnally used only for coring will not have large enough pumps for rotary drilling. Ifa core rig 
is to be used for hybriddrihg, make sure that its mud systemhas adequate flow rate, pressure 
capabii ,  and solids handlinp. Most core rigs do not have shakers, which are necessary for the 
larger cuttings and the lostkculation material genedy used in geothermal drilling. 

the mud Because of the smaller flow rates and smaller system volume, errors in mamtamq 
are frequerrtly more serious in core drilling. One of the most important criteria for the mud in a 
core d d h g  job is to contain a low solids-fraction. The high rotary speed (30w rpm) of the drill 
pipe can cause "mud rings", where the solids are centrifuged out of the mud onto the inside of the 
drill pipe. These rings can then prevent retrieval of the core tube. 

The d e r  flow rates also mean that, in high temperature formations, the mud in a core hole 
will reach higher temperature than in a rotary hole at the same depth in that fbrmation. Ifthere are 
c~mp~nent~ mthe drilling fluid which breakdown at some threshold temperatwe, then it is quite 
possible for that to happen in a core hole but not in a subsequent rotary hole. These Unique mud 
requirements mean that it is extremely useful to have a mud engineer who is experienced in both 
core and rotary drilling at high temperatures. 

Supemision: Rotary drilling projects are usually managed by consultants or drilling engineers 
hired by the operator to direct the operation. The umdtant will, in general, give directions to the 
driller, SPeGifying bottom-hole-assemblies, desired mud properties, bit selection, and drilling 
parameters such 8s rotary speed and weight-cm4it. There are also usually a mud-logger, who 
analyzes the rock cuttings to iden* the formation being drilled and who fiequdy provides 
required safety equipment for the rig, such as H2S detectors and pit-level indicatom, and a mud 
engineer, who advises the consultant on mud properties and is in charge of mixing the mud to 
obtain those qualities. In addition, the drilling mntractor will provide a tool pusher to supervise 
the operatim and mairrtenanCe of the rig itself. Some of these responsibilities overlap, and many 
decisions are made in cadtat ion among these individuals. 

rotary job. Bottom-hole-assembly is usually just the core barrel and two stabilizers, so there is no 

. . .  

In contrast, the driller on a core rig makes most of decisions that a c o d  would make on a 
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need for designing the complex BHAs of rotary drilling, and there are also fewer choices in bit 
selection. There may still be need for a mud engineer, especially at bigh--, but most of 
the mud-logger's rock identification function is served by having core available. Ifa mud logger is 
not used, however, make sure that all the safiety equipment required by regulations and the drilling 
permit is available. 

In a hybrid drilling job, such as the one at Valey it is probably appropriate to have a consultant 
who will design BHAs and suggest drill@ parameters (bit hydraulics, rotary speed, weight-on-bit, 
mud properties, etc.) fbr the rotary part of the job. In some cases it is also useful to have a mud- 
logger for the rotary part of the hole, but not for the cored section. In general, a co- 
contractof can supply a fidI-time supervisor on site and he, in consultaton with the driller, will 
provide acceptable management of the job. 
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APPENDIX D - BRIEF THEORETICAL BACKGROUND FOR SIMPLE 
INJECTIONTESTING 

After drilling a geothermal well, it is clearly essential to evaluate its paeential for commerciauy 
viable production. The two most important parameters in this evaluation ~IE temperature and 
permeability. Iffiow fhmthe well can be established, flow data can be used to calculate not only 
the permeability but the potential productivity. In many cases, however, either the temperaaue or 
depth do not allow self;supporting flow h t h e  well and other methods to estimate the 
permeability must be used. Although it is not always possible to correlate injection permeability 
with production penneabii, injection testing is the most common and us& way to gain this 
infbrmaton. Injection testing is based on the following principles. 

Governing Equations: When a rigid porous medium is sslturated with a "slightly" mmpressible, 
low-velocity liquid, the transient pressure distribution based on Darcy's Law is describedlo 
(Collins) by 

(1)  V+-- l @  

wherep is the pressure, tis the time, and a=k/@c is the apparent diffusivity for the saturated 
medium. In the defmition of a, k is the intrinsic permeability, + is the porosity, and p is the fluid 
viscosity. The fluid eaqxessibility c is defined by 

where p is the fluid density. In practice, the compressibilrty of the formation can be Bccommodated 
by combiningthe formation and fluid compressibilities into a single, &&e, compressibility. The 
form ofthegaverning equation is unchanged. In typical applications, the effective geometry ofthe 
formation is not known. Hence, it is g e n d y  possibleto estimate onlythe products kh 
(- - sivity) and +ch (storativity) from field tests, where h is the effective thicsoless 
of the reservoir which.is assumed to consist of a single, uniform, porous, layer. 

Mathematical Models: Eq. (1) is of the same form as the parabolic transient heat conduction 
equation, providedp is replaced by the temperature and the apparent diffusivity a is identified with 
the thermal diffusivity. Hence, solutions for transient thermal wnduction can be interpreted in 
terms of transient flows in porous media. Based on results for heat conduction given by Carslaw 
and Jaegerll, several flow problems of interest can be analyzed. Since the book of Carslaw and 
Jaeger will be cited s e v d  times, we will henceforth denote this reference by C&l. 

Constuntflux: Ifa collstant flux q, fhm a a r e  hole to the surrounding formation, is established 
at the wall of the mre hole, then the nodimensional pressure distribution at large time is given by 
(W, Pg. 338) 
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where q = r / a ,  z= at/a2,a=core-holeradius, ~=exp(y),yis~uler'sconstant(0.~7721 ...), 
and Eq. (3) is restricted to values of q for which 4r/Cq2>1. The leading term in Eq. (3) 
corresponds to the solution for the pressure distribution established by a continuous line source 
( C H ,  pg. 261), a d t  which can be used to advantage in the subsequent shut-in analysis. 

shut-in anabsis: Based on the result given in Eq. (3), the core hole is represented by a continuous 
line source. Ifflow is established fiom the core hole at a constant flow rate Q over the &icheis h, 
then the pressure response is given by (Ca ,  pg. 261) 

where E, denotesthe exponential integral andit is assumedthatthe initial fonnationpressure is 
zero. Equation (4) is generally refixred to as the Theis solutionl2. For large time, the solution can 
be approximated by 

The core hole radius cancels in the nondimensional tenn q2/4~, as it should, since there is no 
physical length scale in the solution for a line source. However, as pointed out by Collins, 
reasonable resuIts can be obtained upon evaluation of Eq. (4) at r=a, comespanding to mnditiom 
which exist a! the physical core hole radius. Ifthe volumetric flow rate from the core hole is 
collstanf at a value Q over the period 0 I z I 7, and is then zero for subsequent time, the core hole 
is said to be shut-in. Using superposition, the subsequent pressure response is 

orforlargetime . 

whereEqs.(6)and(7)arevalidfor 7> 7,. 

A usefid interpretation of Eq. (5 )  is obtained by rewriting the equation in dimensid form as 
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ThecoefEicient - PQ can be esdmated fiom the slope ofa plot ofpressure vefsus h(t), thus 

providing an estimSrte of the transmissivity kh, since Q and p are known. ExtrapoWon to obtain 
the intercept 
allows for the estimation of +ch from 

4& 

with the time axis for zero pressure change from a plot of pressure versus h(r) 

The shut-in analysis is interpreted in a similar manner. If? is the total, amstmt-rak, injection 
time prior to shut-in and AT is the elapsed time since shut-in, Eq. (7) can be written in the 
equivalent form 

where the term in parerrtheses is referred to as the Homer time. 

In the practical applicaiion of results based on these approXimate models, numerous restrictionS 
must be observed. Specifically, the porous layer must be uniform and of infinite extent and the 
saturating fluid must be a slightly compressible liquid. For the shut-in analysis, the injection must 
have been a! a cmstant rate prior to shut-in. The shut-in process is assumed to occur within the 
well, rather than at the swfb, which is typically several thousand feet above the formation 
investigated. For large shut-in times, the reservoir boundary can affect the remits. Simple 
modificatiolls to this basic result can be used to help explain deviations fkm the ideal case which 
are frequently observed in the field. 
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APPENDIX E - BRIEF GEOLOGIC AND GEOPHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
(after Merences 4,8) 

. 

Gedogic: The Vale geothermal system is at the west edge of the Western Snake River 
sedimentary basin, within the western third ofthe Yellowstone hot spot track. In this area the 
volcanic and structural parts of the hot spot track are separated, with the silicic volcanics to the 
south and west of the area (the Owyhee Lake volcanic center, the Owyhee Plateau volcanics in 
southwest Idaho, and the McDermott caldera volcanics in northern Nevada) and basalts and 
sediments to the north. An extensive volcanic episode d in this region about 15 million 
years ago (Ma). Four major calderas formed within 50 d e s ,  roughly in the quadrant from west to 
south, centered at the town of Vale. Each of these produced voluminous ash flows that probably 
wvered at least part of the Vale area. At about the same time, large Columbia River 
group/Owyhee basalt flows were entering the area fkom the north and west. Subsequent volcanic 
activity was of lesser magnitude on a regional basis, but may have been closer to Vale. Silicic 
rocks approximately 10-12 million years old and slightly younger basalts (as young as 7.4 Ma) are 
exposed tothe south ofvale, but igneous activity in this area had essentially ended by 5 Ma. The 
Pliocene rocks (2-6 Ma) are composed of lake-botbm sediments, dominated by siltstone, which are 
called the Idaho Group. The thickness of these sediments is highly variable. A well 10 miles east 
of Vale enmuntered 4600 feet of the sediment and then 2500 feet of &bedded sediment and 
basalt, but deeper wells in the Vale area have encountered only 750 to 950 fket of the same 
sediment. 

Geophysical.. The well was targeted for the highest probability of enwuntering wmmerd 
production at temperalms in excess of 30OOF. The target& study performed by TGC CoIlSisted 
of a comprehensive suite of geophysical and geological studies including the following: 

Detailedgravitysurvey. 
Detailedgroundmagneticsurvey. . Detailedgeologic~ping. 
Detailed selfpotential (SP) survey. 

0 

Review of existing geologic and geophysical data. 

Controlled source alldi-et0 telluric survey (CSAMT) 

D d h g  of 17 temperature gradient holes of 300' to 500' in depth. 
Drilling of exploration well A-Ah to a depth of5757'. 

The following is a brief discussion of the study's fmdings and how these findings were applied to 
target& the TGC 61-10 exploration slimhole. 

Temverature: The Vale geothermal resource is defined by one of the largest thermal anomalies in 
the Western United States. Indications of geothermal potential in this area come principally from 
hot springs, shallow temperature gradient wells and from geophysical (gravity and magnetic) data. 
The tenpmhm gradient map (Figure 7) shows an area of more than 19 square miles with a 
tan- gradient greater than 7OF/lOO' and an area of 9 square d e s  with gradients greater 
than FF/lOO'. This map is based on a data set of 17 shallow gradient wells drilled by TGC along 
with more than 40 additional gradient holes drilled by several other exploration entities prior to 
TGC acquisition of the resource. Gradients in these wells can be used to infer a total heat flow 
over a large area. In conjunction with measured or assumed thermal conductivity of the rock, this 
flux canthen be extended downward to ca lcu la te thd  gradients at greater depths. Because 
thermal conductivity in the deeper igneous rocks is higher than that in the surfixe sediments, the 
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t h e d  gradient decreases with depth, but this kind of gradient extension indicates that 
t e m w  >3000F at depth between 3000 and 4000 feet are a reasonable w o n .  

Volume: Based bath on volume and electrical generating potmid, as calmhted by the United 
states ~eological survey9, the vale geothermal resoufce is one ofthe largest mermal resources 
in the US. As seen fiom the table below, the Vale resource ranks high among the U.S. g e o t h e d  
fields which are currently producing power or which contain commercial discoveries. 

SELECTED U. S. GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 

I ResourceArea I Volume, I EnergyContent, I Status I 

Surface GeolopicaZ Manifestatiom: Massive hydrothermally mineralusd ' fhturhg is observed in 
fkults exposedatthe surface witbin the Valegeathermal prospect. These fbctmes are direct 
evidence that the fiudts associated with bothvale and Wehart  Buttes have in the past been 
conduits for prolific flows of high-kqxmbm, silica-satmkd geothermal fluid. Association of 
the largethennal andywiththese fblts indicates that the faults are permeable at depth and 
thereforerepresenthigblya#ractiveexplorationdrillingtargets. Thesehctmsystemsare 
probably fpd l a tedy  by regional hot aquifers contained within deep basalt units including the 
Owyhee and Columbia River Basalts which extend over an area of several t h o d  square miles. 

Previous AkvZorution DriZZing: Previously, two deep exploration wells have been drilled within 
the KGRA, one by Unocal(47-10) and one by TGC (A-At). Unocal47-10 had a kmpemhm of 
277OF at a depth of 3855' and encounted several zones of significant fiamre permeability. 
ExtrapoMon of the bottomhole gradient in 47-10 indicated that a temperature of 3O0OF would be 
encountered at a depth of 5000'. This welI was located approximately 1 mile SE of the center of 
the central Vale thermal anomaly. The A-Alt well was drilled at the northem end of the thermal 
anomaly and encountered significant fracture permeability below a depth of 4000'. However, fluid 
temperatures of 224OF were iir below the 30ooF targe$ w. Fracture permeability in both 
wells was found primarily in rhyolite flows associated with a local silieic eruptive center. 

GeovhvsicalAnomalfes: The prospect area is c h a r a m  by broad positive magnetic and 
gravity anomalies (Figures 8 and 9) Superimposed on these large anomalies are f m  of much 
shorter wave length. The superposition of these shorter wavelength anomalies was used to infer the 
locaiion of faults and fktures that may conbin circulating geothermal fluid. The detailed 
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gravity and maguetic survey data were modeled using the PC based GMSYS" modeling program. 
Results of the modeling showed that certain segments of faults defined by the gravity data are 
associated with steep magnetic gradients. This correlation was interpreted as zones of intense 
hydrothermal alteration along steeply dipping frslcture zones of high permeability. These zones 
correlated closely with the central t h e d  anomaly. 

gravity anomaly (sediment density = 2.25 g/cq basalt density = 2.6-2.7 ~ / C C ) ~  but this is not a 
unique answer. The western edge of the gravity ridge is parallel to a much stronger gravity 
anomaly which shows a buried Eault, and the overlay of gravity data with high thermal gradient and 
high elevation is a strong indicator of upward-flowing hot water dong the structure defined by the 
gravity anomaly. The positive magnetic anomaly centered on the peak of the thennal gradient 
cOntOurS also supports the concept of fluid circulation controlled by permeability distribution in 
volcanics known to be in this location. 

It is possible that the difference in sediment thickness mentioned above could account fbr the 

Summary= The Vale thermal anomaly is comparable in size to many U.S. geothermal resources 
curmtly sustaining major commercial g e o t h e d  production. Close correlation between the 
central Vale thexmal anomaly and gravity and magnetic anomalies indicated that the flow of hot 
water was fhhumtrolled at depth. Deep drill holes to the north and southwest of the central 
anomaly contained fbctmd, permeable silicic volcanics indicating that the central anomaly also 
contabdthis type of permeable lithology. 

Although the combination of these factors does not guaratltee a geothermal reservoir with 
potential fbr cummerciaI development, the geophysical and geologic investigation of this region has 
been more thorough than in many other developed locales, and is representative of the pre-drilling 
exploration done by most geothermal operators. 

. 
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